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Celebrate Halloween with these exciting comics,
perfect for giving away to trick-or-treaters!

Strange
Academy 3

Moon Girl and
Devil Dinosaur 1

Amazing
Spider-Man 88

Star Wars:
Doctor Aphra 1

75960620508000111

75960620506600111

75960620505900111

75960620507300111

Halloween
Trick-or-Read 2022
[Bundles of 20]

Halloween
Trick-or-Read 2022
[Bundles of 20]

Halloween
Trick-or-Read 2022
[Bundles of 20]

Halloween
Trick-or-Read 2022
[Bundles of 20]

On Sale: 10/5/22 • FOC Date: 8/8/22

Kodansha

Halloween
Trick-or-Read 2022
[Pack of 25]
9781646518074

Hello comic retailers and fans!
Welcome to PRH Panels, the Penguin Random House catalog for the Direct Market,
highlighting the incredible graphic novels, manga, games, and more that debut every
month. We can’t wait for you to find the next story to inspire and entertain you, and the
latest games and gifts to bring you together.
We’re featuring not one, but two IDW Originals in our Comics section! Crashing #1 is a
superhero medical drama in the vein of The Boys meets Nurse Jackie. Rose is a
specialist who focuses on patients with Powers, even though she works in a hospital
with a strict No Powered Patients policy. On top of dealing with the stress of secretly
fixing up heroes and villains by night, she’s struggling with her own addiction recovery
and strained marriage. And in Earthdivers #1, a group of Indigenous survivors in the
apocalyptic future of 2112 discover a portal that can take them back in time. They
determine that in order to save the future, they have to stop Christopher Columbus
from discovering the New World. It’s an unforgettable historical/sci-fi slasher!
In our Graphic Novels section, get swept away by Malaka Gharib’s personal memoir
It Won’t Always Be Like This. Nine-year-old Malaka arrives in Egypt for her annual
summer vacation abroad, only to discover that her father has remarried. Over the next
fifteen years, she visits her father’s growing new family and reflects on identity, values,
relationships, and what it all means. A beautiful story from the author of I Was Their
American Dream.
It’s lights, camera, action in our Kids & YA section with Mayor Good Boy Goes to
Hollywood! Our favorite good boy is going from the first dog mayor…to the first dog
mayor on the silver screen! There are some crooks trying to steal the show, so interns
Abby and Aaron will have to help out their mayor. This hilarious graphic novel series
continues to bring us plenty of tail-wagging fun!
Our Manga section features the incredibly charming Polar Bear Cafe: Collector’s
Edition Vol. 1! The anime delighted fans, and now the full series is collected in English
for the first time with bonus color content. Meet Polar Bear, who has a penchant for
puns and runs the local café that’s frequented by animals and humans alike. Join the
colorful clientele through the seasons in this comforting and humorous manga about
daily specials, romantic complications, and quirky workplaces!
See the world of Wakanda like never before in Marvel Black Panther Wakanda Atlas,
our featured title in the Games & Gift section. With newly commissioned, intricate maps,
artwork, and essays bringing the world of Wakanda to life, this is the perfect gift for any
Black Panther fan. And don’t miss out on Black Panther: Wakanda Forever, in theaters
this Fall!
All this and much, much more can be found in this month’s PRH Panels. Don’t hesitate
to explore this catalog and find the perfect new book! As always, retailers who have any
questions about the ordering process or would like to open an account with PRH, are
encouraged to email us at comicmarketUS@penguinrandomhouse.com.
Wishing you the very best,
Your US Direct Market Comic Team
Penguin Random House
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Comics
Crashing #1
Variant A (Beem)
Written by MATTHEW KLEIN;
Illustrated by MORGAN BEEM;
Colorist TRIONA FARRELL;
Cover Design or Artwork by
MORGAN BEEM

Rose Osler is a specialist. Her
focus? Patients with Powers at a
hospital with a No Powered
Patients policy. When a battle
between Boston’s protectors and
destroyers erupts, Rose is trapped
between saving the city’s beloved
hero by day and greatest villain at
night. Except Rose could become
a casualty when she’s forced to risk
her recovery. As Rose pushes past
her limits to save everyone else,
will she be able to save herself?
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Crashing #1 Variant B (Corona)
Morgan Beem | 82771403082200121
Crashing #1 Variant C (Kangas)
Jorge Corona | 82771403082200131

The Boys meets Nurse Jackie in
this superhero medical drama!

Cover may not be final

82771403082200111
IDW PUBLISHING
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 9/21/22 • FOC Date: 8/15/22
Recommended Ages: 13 and up
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Comics
Earthdivers #1
Variant A (Albuquerque)
Written by STEPHEN JONES;
Illustrated by DAVIDE GIANFELICE;
Colorist JOANA LAFUENTE;
Letterer by STEVE WANDS

The year is 2112, and it’s the apocalypse exactly as expected: rivers
receding, oceans rising, civilization
crumbling. Humanity has given up
hope, except for a group of outcast
Indigenous survivors who have
discovered a time travel portal in a
cave in the middle of the desert and
figured out where the world took a
sharp turn for the worst: America.
Convinced that the only way to
save the world is to rewrite its past,
they send one of their own on a
bloody, one-way mission back to
1492 to kill Christopher Columbus
before he reaches the so-called
New World. But taking down an
icon is no easy task, and his
actions could prove devastating
for his friends in the future.
Join Stephen Graham Jones
and artist Davide Gianfelice for

New York Times bestselling writer
Stephen Graham Jones (The Only
Good Indians) and artist Davide
Gianfelice (Batman) team up for
a time-travelling quest to kill
Christopher Columbus!

Earthdivers #1, the beginning of
an unforgettable ongoing
historical/sci-fi slasher!
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Earthdivers #1 Variant B (Wolf)
Maria Wolf | 82771403083900121
Earthdivers #1 Variant C (Campbell)
Campbell | 82771403083900131
Earthdivers #1 Variant D (Ward)
Christian Ward | 82771403083900141

82771403083900111
IDW PUBLISHING
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 10/5/22 • FOC Date: 8/29/22
Recommended Ages: 13 and up

PRHComics.com
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Comics

Trve Kvlt #2 Variant A (Kangas)
Written by SCOTT WILSON; Illustrated by
LIANA KANGAS; Colorist GABRIELA CONTRERAS;
Cover Design or Artwork by LIANA KANGAS

The Satanic Panic continues! Marty realizes
that Burger Lord wasn’t so bad compared to the
job the Church of the Immortal Heartbeat has
in store for him and Alison. Meanwhile, Bernice
goes all CSI trying to figure out what’s going on,
and somebody’s gonna make out with Ratblood
in the parking lot! But WHO?!
Hope you’ve got that extra-large soda ready,
because things are getting spicy in this very special
episode of Trve Kvlt, from the devilishly dynamic
duo of LIANA KANGAS (Star Wars Adventures,
She Said Destroy) and SCOTT BRYAN WILSON
(Batman: Gotham Knights, Pennyworth).
Explore More

Dark Spaces: Wildfire #3 Variant A
(Sherman)
Written by SCOTT SNYDER;
Illustrated by HAYDEN SHERMAN;
Colorist RONDA PATTISON; Cover Design or
Artwork by HAYDEN SHERMAN

Our ragtag crew of firefighting inmates may
have found what they were looking for, but
along with it, they discovered the threat of
something far more dangerous than the blaze
around them. The trouble is just beginning in
Dark Spaces: Wildfire #3.
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Dark Spaces: Wildfire #3 Variant B (Sorrentino )
Andrea Sorrentino | 82771403066200321
Dark Spaces: Wildfire #3 Variant C
82771403066200331
Dark Spaces: Wildfire #3 Variant D
82771403066200341

VARIANTS:

Trve Kvlt #2 Variant B (Llovet)
Maria Llovet | 82771403079200221
Trve Kvlt #2 Variant C (Beals)
Elizabeth Beals | 82771403079200231
Covers may not be final

4

82771403079200211

82771403066200311

IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 9/14/22 • FOC Date: 8/8/22
Recommended Ages: 13 and up

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 9/14/22 • FOC Date: 8/8/22
Recommended Ages: 13 and up
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Comics

Dungeons & Dragons: Ravenloft
Orphan of Agony Isle #4 Variant A
(Underwood)
Written by CASEY GILLY;
Illustrated by BAYLEIGH UNDERWOOD;
Colorist CRIS PETER; Cover Design or
Artwork by BAYLEIGH UNDERWOOD

Secrets are revealed! Miranda discovers the
truth of her past and confronts her supposed
guardian, Viktra. Will she have the courage to
set herself free? What other memories will
come flooding back to her? Will Viktra and
Elise finally bury the hatchet? Or will they
just bury each other?
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Dungeons & Dragons: Ravenloft Orphan of Agony Isle
#4 Variant B (Howell)
Corin Howell | 82771403063100421
Dungeons & Dragons: Ravenloft Orphan of Agony Isle
#4 Variant RI (15) (Vicenti)
Ignacio Vicenti | 82771403063100431

G.I.Joe: A Real American Hero
#298 Variant A (Gallant)
Written by LARRY HAMA; Illustrated by
SL GALLANT; Colorist JAMES BROWN;
Cover Design or Artwork by SL GALLANT

All-In, Part 3! The final G.I. Joe: A Real American
Hero story arc at IDW Publishing continues!
Using a brand-new casino on Cobra Island as a
front, Cobra has been busy behind the scenes
resurrecting dangerous villains and heroes
alike, all in the hope of creating the deadliest
Cobra army ever! New and classic heroes and
villains will fill the pages (including some
shocking appearances!) as the fan-favorite
creative team of Living Legend Larry Hama
and SL Gallant continue the final treacherous
march to issue #300!
Explore More
VARIANTS:

G.I.Joe: A Real American Hero #298 Variant B (Sullivan)
Jaime Sullivan | 82771401092329821
G.I.Joe: A Real American Hero #298 Variant RI (10) (Royle)
John Royle | 82771401092329831
Covers may not be final

82771403063100411

82771401092329811

IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 9/28/22 • FOC Date: 8/22/22

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 9/21/22 • FOC Date: 8/15/22

PRHComics.com
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Comics

Godzilla Vs. The Mighty Morphin
Power Rangers #5 Variant A
(Williams II)
Written by CULLEN BUNN;
Illustrated by FREDDIE WILLIAMS;
Colorist ANDREW DALHOUSE; Cover Design or
Artwork by FREDDIE WILLIAMS

Godzilla and the Mighty Morphin Power
Rangers have faced a host of terrible foes. Now,
though, they face their greatest challenge the
mighty King Ghidorah! Can the teenagers with
attitude and the King of the Monsters put aside
their differences long enough to survive an
attack from the three-headed tyrant? Find out
in the bombastic conclusion to the most
colossal crossover event of the year!
Explore More

My Little Pony #5 Variant A (Price)
Written by CASEY GILLY;
Colorist HEATHER BRECKEL;
Cover Design or Artwork by ANDY PRICE

The ponies are regaled by an eccentric storyteller who gathers them around the campfire to
tell tall tales of chaos magic, secret rituals, and
an abandoned shop haunted by what sounds
an awful lot like...Discord! Could this be the
unlikely clue they’ve been looking for to track
him down?
Explore More
VARIANTS:

My Little Pony #5 Variant B (Babinska)
JustaSuta | 82771403046400521
My Little Pony #5 Variant RI (10) (Forstner)
Trish Forstner | 82771403046400531

VARIANTS:

Godzilla Vs. The Mighty Morphin Power Rangers #5
Variant B (Wajid)
Fatima Wajid | 82771403038900521
Godzilla Vs. The Mighty Morphin Power Rangers #5
Variant RI (Williams II)
Freddie Williams II | 82771403038900531
Covers may not be final

6

82771403038900511

82771403046400511

IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/8
On Sale: 9/7/22 • FOC Date: 8/1/22
Recommended Ages: 9-12 years

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 9/28/22 • FOC Date: 8/22/22
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Comics

Sonic the Hedgehog #53
Variant A (Fonseca)

Star Trek #400 # Variant A
(De Martinis)

Written by EVAN STANLEY;
Illustrated by EVAN STANLEY;
Colorist REGGIE GRAHAM;
Cover Design or Artwork by MAURO FONSECA

Written by CHRIS ELIOPOULOS,
MIKE JOHNSON, COLLIN KELLY,
JACKSON LANZING, and DECLAN SHALVEY

Surge is angry, and she’s about to make it
everyone’s problem? At least everyone in Central
City. Sonic’s friends race to stop her rampage,
but there’s something different about her.
Something more powerful.
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Sonic the Hedgehog #53 Variant B (Bulmer)
Abby Bulmer | 82771401521805321
Sonic the Hedgehog #53 Variant RI (10) (Fourdraine)
Nathalie Fourdraine | 82771401521805331

Celebrate IDW’s 400th issue of Star Trek comics
with this monumental issue highlighting
fan-favorite eras of the acclaimed series. Join
little Keyla Detmer—as seen in Star Trek:
Discovery Adventures in the 32nd Century
#3—on a new expedition, visit the Kelvin
Universe, witness a heartfelt tale by TNG’s very
own Wil Wheaton, and more in this oversized
celebration of Star Trek comics!
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Star Trek #400 # Variant B (Woodward)
82771403085300121
Star Trek #400 # Variant C (Levens)
82771403085300131
Star Trek #400 # Variant D (Hernandez)
82771403085300141
Star Trek #400 # Variant RI (10) (Fenoglio)
82771403085300151
Covers may not be final

82771401521805311

82771403085300111

IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 9/28/22 • FOC Date: 8/22/22

$7.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 9/7/22 • FOC Date: 8/1/22

PRHComics.com
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Comics

Star Trek: Lower Decks #1
Variant A (Fenoglio)

Star Trek: Picard: Stargazer #2
Variant A

Written by RYAN NORTH;
Illustrated by CHRIS FENOGLIO;
Cover Design or Artwork by CHRIS FENOGLIO

Written by KIRSTEN BEYER and MIKE JOHNSON;
Illustrated by ANGEL HERNANDEZ;
Cover Design or Artwork by JAIME METTLER

The hit Paramount+ animated series makes its
comics debut with Eisner-winning comics writer
Ryan North (The Unbeatable Squirrel Girl) at the
helm! Soon after leading her crew on a planetary
expedition aimed at building bridges and
advancing Federation technology, Captain
Freeman begins to suspect that the planet and
its people are not all what they seem? Meanwhile, the crew in the lower decks take to the
holodeck, enjoying some much-needed
recreational time…until a bloodthirsty visitor
decides to join in on their games.

Embark on a never-before-seen journey set
between seasons two and three of the Paramount+ hit series Star Trek: Picard! While
Captain Picard and Seven seek answers to
uncover the mysterious disappearance of the
Stargazer crew near Jenjor VI, a bold choice
from Picard’s past comes back to haunt him?

Explore More

Explore More
VARIANTS:

Star Trek: Picard: Stargazer #2 Variant B (Mapa)
Butch Mapa | 82771403076100221
Star Trek: Picard: Stargazer #2 Variant RI (15) (Harvey)
Aaron Harvey | 82771403076100231

VARIANTS:

Star Trek: Lower Decks #1 Variant B (Fosgitt ; Murphy)
Jay Fosgitt | 82771403086000121
Star Trek: Lower Decks #1 Variant RI (10) (Murphy)
Philip Murphy | 82771403086000131
Covers may not be final

8

82771403086000111

82771403076100211

IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$6.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 9/14/22 • FOC Date: 8/8/22

$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 9/28/22 • FOC Date: 8/22/22
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Comics

Star Trek: The Mirror War ?
Troi #1 Variant A (Levens)

Star Trek: The Trill #one-shot:
Variant A (Prasetya)

Written by MARIEKE NIJKAMP;
Illustrated by MEGAN LEVENS;
Colorist CHARLIE KIRCHOFF; Cover Design
or Artwork by MEGAN LEVENS

Written by JODY HOUSER;
Illustrated by HENDRY PRASETYA;
Colorist DC ALONSO; Cover Design
or Artwork by HENDRY PRASETYA

The spotlight turns to Deanna Troi in this
one-shot set in the Mirror Universe of The Next
Generation. Expand upon the world of The
Mirror War! At the turn of a new dawn for the
Terran Empire, having achieved victory over the
Cardassian-Klingon Armada, Deanna Troi
reflects on just how far her ambition has driven
her on her calculating quest to seek power and
escape among the stars.

Someone is following Vanah, a research student
and ex-applicant to the Trill Symbiont Initiate
Program, after a life-changing event on a joint
Trill-Federation science expedition. Delve into
the world of the Trill in this suspenseful tale of
tradition, independence, and survival.

Explore More

Explore More
VARIANTS:

Star Trek: The Trill #one-shot: Variant RI (Beguez)
Alexandra Beguez | 82771403075400121

VARIANTS:

Star Trek: The Mirror War ? Troi #1 Variant B (Ebenebe)
Ejiwa Ebenebe | 82771403087700121
Star Trek: The Mirror War ? Troi #1
Variant RI (15) (Ralston)
Tom Ralston | 82771403087700131

Covers may not be final

82771403087700111

82771403075400111

IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 9/7/22 • FOC Date: 8/1/22

$7.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 9/14/22 • FOC Date: 8/8/22

PRHComics.com
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Comics

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
#133 Variant A (Peniche)
Written by SOPHIE CAMPBELL; Illustrated by
FERO PE; Colorist RONDA PATTISON;
Cover Design or Artwork by FERO PE

With Leonardo, Michelangelo, and Raphael
away in search of new allies to join the good
guys against Rat King’s latest deadly gambit, it
falls on Donatello and Jennika to lead the fight
in Mutant Town against the terrible trio of
Mayor Baxter Stockman, General Krang, and
Madame Null. Longtime ongoing scribe Sophie
Campbell is joined by artist Fero Pe (TMNT:
The Armageddon Game Opening Moves) for
this new arc, which serves as a direct tie-in
to TMNT: The Armageddon Game!
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #133 Variant B (Eastman)
Kevin Eastman | 82771400271313321
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #133 Variant RI (10) (Whalen)
Erik Whalen | 82771400271313331

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles:
Saturday Morning Adventures #1
Variant A (Lattie)
Written by ERIK BURHAM; Illustrated by TIM
LATTIE; Cover Design or Artwork by TIM LATTIE;

The cartoon’s aesthetic returns in Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles: Saturday Morning
Adventures, featuring an all-new set of standalone stories! In this issue, after an unexpected
power surge, the Heroes in a Half Shell find
themselves trapped in a training simulator,
fighting to free themselves from the digital
clutches of some of their most fearsome foes!
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Saturday Morning
Adventures #1 Variant B (Eastman)
Kevin Eastman | 82771403088400121
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Saturday Morning
Adventures #1 Variant C
82771403088400131
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Saturday Morning
Adventures #1 Variant RI (10)
82771403088400141

Covers may not be final
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82771400271313311

82771403088400111

IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 9/21/22 • FOC Date: 8/15/22

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 9/28/22 • FOC Date: 8/22/22
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Comics

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The
Armageddon Game - The Alliance
#1 Variant A (Mercado)

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles:
The Armageddon Game #1:
Variant A (Federici)

Written by ERIK BURHAM;
Cover Design or Artwork by ROI MERCADO

Written by TOM WALTZ;
Illustrated by VINCENZO FEDERICI; Cover
Design or Artwork by VINCENZO FEDERICI

Tasked by her estranged grandfather, the
Shredder, to protect New York City, Oroku Karai
faces her first true test as master of the Foot
Clan when four mysterious mutant ninja turtles
unleash seemingly random acts of violence
against the city. The Armageddon Game has
begun, and the rules have changed. Will Karai
have what it takes to play her part and lead her
forces against these strange new threats,
especially when some of her own mutant allies
are questioning what side the Foot Clan should
be playing for in the first place?
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Armageddon Game
- The Alliance #1 Variant B (M edel)
Ariel Medel | 82771403089100121
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Armageddon Game
- The Alliance #1 Variant RI (10)
82771403089100131

Under the leadership of the Shredder, the TMNT
begin a dangerous quest to seek out allies
against Rat King’s trio of terror: LeatherKrang,
Baxter Stockman, and Madame Null. It’s a
mission that will see the Turtles spread out
across New York City...and across multiple
dimensions! It all starts here in the premiere
issue of the biggest TMNT event of the year!
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Armageddon Game
#1: Variant B (Eastman)
Kevin Eastman | 82771403078500121
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Armageddon
Game #1: Variant RI (Qualano)
Pasquale Qualano | 82771403078500131

Covers may not be final

82771403089100111

82771403078500111

IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 10/5/22 • FOC Date: 8/29/22

$5.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 9/7/22 • FOC Date: 8/1/22

PRHComics.com
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Comics

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles:
The Armageddon Game #2
Variant A (Federici)
Written by TOM WALTZ; Illustrated by
VINCENZO FEDERICI; Colorist MATT HERMS;
Cover Design or Artwork by VINCENZO FEDERICI

As Shredder and Leonardo team up with Cudley
the Trans-Dimensional Cowlick in order to seek
out the help of the enigmatic Cherubae in
Dimension Z, Michelangelo joins Commander
Dask and his Neutrino warriors on a quest to
locate the rebellious Nova Posse in Dimension X.
Meanwhile, Raphael is forced to swallow his pride
—and his hatred—as he hunts down the missing
Old Hob in New York City. But even if they find
them, will the TMNT’s quarries be willing to join
the battle against Rat King’s latest deadly pawns?
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Transformers: Best of Arcee
#one-shot Variant A (Biggie)
Written by VARIOUS;
Cover Design or Artwork by JAMES BIGGIE

Is there anything Arcee can’t do? Anything she
hasn’t been? With a life as long as hers, from her
days as a barbarian with her brother to guiding
heroes like Optimus Prime, Sideswipe, and
Rodimus Prime to enjoying quality time with her
loved ones—well, as much quality time as
anyone can get when things are falling apart
around them—Arcee’s seen and done it all.
Relive some of the greatest moments from
throughout the storied history of the Autobot
legend! Collects Transformers: Combiner
Hunters, Transformers (2012) #55, Optimus
Prime #9, Transformers (2019) #18, and more!
Explore More

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Armageddon Game
#2 Variant B
82771403078500221
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Armageddon Game
#2 Variant RI (Qualano)
Pasquale Qualano | 82771403078500231
Covers may not be final
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82771403078500211

82771403091400111

IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 10/5/22 • FOC Date: 8/29/22

$6.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 10/5/22 • FOC Date: 8/29/22
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Comics

Transformers: Best of Bumblebee
#one-shot Variant A (Biggie)

Transformers: Best of Starscream
#one-shot Variant A (Biggie)

Written by VARIOUS;
Cover Design or Artwork by JAMES BIGGIE

Written by VARIOUS;
Cover Design or Artwork by JAMES BIGGIE

Have you heard the buzz about Bumblebee?!
As the heart and conscience of the Autobots,
Bumblebee’s one of the friendliest bots around!
But that doesn’t mean he doesn’t know how to
stand up for what’s right! It’s time for a great big
adventure with the coolest little bot around!
Best of Bumblebee collects Plight of the
Bumblebee from The Transformers (1984) #16,
Ghost Stories from Transformers Annual 2017,
Dark Cybertron: Chapter 11 from Transformers:
Robots in Disguise #27, The World in Your Eyes,
Part 2 from Transformers (2019) #2, and more!

Watch your back! This duplicitous Decepticon
air commander’s coming for the throne! But will
the scheming Seeker ever achieve his goal of
ultimate power? And what of the rumors that
he’s actually got a kind Spark? Don’t believe
what you hear…unless Starscream’s the one
telling you! Best of Starscream collects The
Transformers: Infiltration #6, Three Monologues
from Transformers: Robots in Disguise #20,
Choose Me from The Transformers Holiday
Special, Your First Mistake from Transformers:
Till All Are One #12, Transformers: Shattered
Glass #3, and more!

Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final

82771403098300111

82771403099000111

IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$6.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 9/7/22 • FOC Date: 8/1/22

$6.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 9/21/22 • FOC Date: 8/15/22
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Comics

Transformers: Shattered Glass II
#2 Variant A (Khanna)

Usagi Yojimbo #31
Variant A (Sakai)

Written by DANNY LORE;
Illustrated by DANIEL KHANNA;
Colorist JOHN-PAUL BOVE;
Cover Design or Artwork by DANIEL KHANNA

Written by STAN SAKAI;
Illustrated by STAN SAKAI;
Colorist HI-FI DESIGN;
Cover Design or Artwork by STAN SAKAI

Finally! An issue dedicated to everyone’s
(Blaster’s) favorite Autobot: Blaster! And he’s
doing what he does best: being a star…kind of.
Wheeljack recruits Blaster to infiltrate Decepticon Radio, but Blaster will have to stop being
the star of his own one-bot show in order to get
back in the good graces of the Autobots.

With the Komori (Bat) Ninja Clan behind them,
Usagi, Yukichi, and Chizu flee over the snowcovered pass. They have to cross a frozen lake,
but their position in the open on such a slippery
surface makes them easy prey for the bats…and
the ice is not completely frozen! Also, Yukichi
learns a valuable lesson: you can’t trust a ninja.

Explore More

Explore More

VARIANTS:

VARIANTS:

Transformers: Shattered Glass II #2 Variant B (Hemu)
Siyi Hemu | 82771403081500221
Transformers: Shattered Glass II #2 Variant RI (10)
(Chan)
Winston Chan | 82771403081500231

Usagi Yojimbo #31 Variant RI (10) (Momoko)
Peach Momoko | 82771401801103121
Usagi Yojimbo #31 Variant RI (25) (Momoko)
Peach Momoko | 82771401801103131

Covers may not be final
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IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
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Pantheon is back at

San Diego
Comic Con 2022!
* Giveaways * Swag * Books for Sale

Come see us at Book World
by Penguin Random House
Booth #1514/1515

SEEK YOU
OUR COLORS
Gengoroh Tagame
ISBN: 9781524748562

THE COMPLETE
PERSEPOLIS
Marjane Satrapi
ISBN:
9780375714832

Kristen Radtke
ISBN: 9781524748067

THE
COMPLETE MAUS
Art Spiegelman
ISBN: 9780679406419

Graphic Novels
It Won’t Always
Be Like This
A Graphic Memoir
Written by MALAKA GHARIB

An intimate graphic memoir about
an American girl growing up with
her Egyptian father’s new family,
forging unexpected bonds and
navigating adolescence in an
unfamiliar country-from the awardwinning author of I Was Their
American Dream.
It’s hard enough to figure out boys,
beauty, and being cool when you’re
young, but even harder when you’re
in a country where you don’t
understand the language, culture,
or social norms.
Nine-year-old Malaka Gharib arrives
in Egypt for her annual summer
vacation abroad and assumes it’ll
be just like every other vacation
she’s spent at her dad’s place in
Cairo. But her father shares news

A moving memoir from the author of
I Was Their American Dream, about
an American girl growing up with her
Egyptian father’s new family.

that changes everything: He has
remarried. Over the next fifteen
years, as she visits her father’s
growing family summer after
summer, Malaka must reevaluate
her place in his life. All that on top
of maintaining her coolness!
It Won’t Always Be Like This is a
touching time capsule of Gharib’s
childhood memories-each summer
a fleeting moment in time-and a

Cover may not be final

978-1-9848-6029-3
TEN SPEED PRESS
$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 1/2 x 9
On Sale: 9/20/22 • FOC Date: 8/22/22
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powerful reflection on identity,
relationships, values, family, and
what happens when it all collides.
Explore More

Graphic Novels
INTERIOR SPRE ADS FROM

It Won’t Always Be Like This
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Graphic Novels

The Best of EC Stories
Artisan Edition

Aquaman/Green Arrow
- Deep Target

Illustrated by WALLY WOOD,
HARVEY KURTZMAN, JACK DAVIS,
GRAHAM INGELS and AL WILLIAMSON

Written by BRANDON THOMAS;
Illustrated by RONAN CLIQUET

The Best of EC Comics Artisan Edition collects
27 of the finest stories ever produced by the
legendary comics company. Every page has
been scanned from the original art in color-and
while the art APPEARS to be in black and white,
if you look closely, you will notice that blue
pencil notations, ink gradients, corrections,
duo-shade, and so much more is clearly
visible-all the little nuances that makes original
art so beautiful and unique.
The stories in this volume truly represent the
very best of what EC published-Wally Wood’s
My World, Al Williamson’s Food for Thought,
Alex Toth’s Thunderjet, and so many more
classics of the form.

When the mysterious organization known as
Scorpio uses a cosmic treadmill to try and
capture a dinosaur from the prehistoric era,
they unknowingly wreak havoc in our universe.
Up is down, black is white, and everything we
once knew is now the unknown. In this timeline
Green Arrow sneaks into Atlantis and finds
Aquaman sitting on the throne! The only
problem is Aquaman is now Oliver Queen...and
Green Arrow is now Arthur Curry. Both heroes
will have to work together to see if they can
reclaim their old lives...if they even still exist.
Collects Aquaman/Green Arrow - Deep
Target #1-7.
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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Graphic Novels

Catwoman Vol. 1

Catwoman: Lonely City

Written by TINI HOWARD;
Illustrated by NICO LEON

Written by CLIFF CHIANG;
Illustrated by CLIFF CHIANG

Writer Tini Howard (Excalibur) makes her DC
Universe debut alongside artist Nico Leon, as
they place Catwoman in her first blackmail
heist disguised as a stripper at Gotham’s most
secure underground club!

Cliff Chiang writes and illustrates the ultimate
Catwoman masterpiece! Ten years ago, the
massacre known as Fools’ Night claimed the
lives of Batman, the Joker, Nightwing, and
Commissioner Gordon...and sent Selina Kyle,
the Catwoman, to prison.

With Batman out of the picture, it’s on to the
Trixie, a retro-glam apartment building in
Gotham that houses mob wives, side chicks,
and mistresses-and Catwoman has secretly
taken a whole floor to herself eavesdropping on
mob wives and mistresses to blackmail them.
And guess who’s ready to make his play? Black
Mask wants to be the dirty little secret of the
Gotham underworld... but Catwoman’s even
better at being a secret when she needs to be.
This volume collects Catwoman #39-44.
Explore More

A decade later, Gotham has grown up-it’s put
away costumed heroism and villainy as childish
things. The new Gotham is cleaner, safer...and a
lot less free, under the watchful eye of Mayor
Harvey Dent and his Batcops. It’s into this new
city that Selina Kyle returns, a changed woman...
with her mind on that one last big score: the
secrets hidden inside the Batcave! She doesn’t
need the money-she just needs to know...who
is “Orpheus”?
This volume collects Catwoman: Lonely City
#1-4.
Explore More
Covers may not be final

978-1-77951-728-9

978-1-77951-636-7

DC COMICS

DC COMICS

$16.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 11/8/22 • FOC Date: 8/8/22

$29.99 • Hardcover • 8 1/2 x 10 7/8
On Sale: 11/22/22 • FOC Date: 8/8/22
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Graphic Novels

Death of Superman
30th Anniversary Deluxe Edition
Written by DAN JURGENS,
LOUISE SIMONSON and JERRY ORDWAY;
Illustrated by JON BOGDANOVE
and BRETT BREEDING

Doomsday. A creature with single-minded
purpose of death and destruction. He has
landed on Earth, laying waste to anything—and
anyone—who dares stand in his way. The Justice
League makes a valiant, but ultimately desperate, attempt to stop the unknown juggernaut.
When the beast nears Metropolis, Superman
answers the call to stop him.
And then the unthinkable happens.
The Man of Steel...is dead.
Collects ACTION COMICS #683-684, ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN #496-498, SUPERMAN
#73-75, SUPERMAN: THE MAN OF STEEL
#17-19, and NEWSTIME: THE LIFE AND DEATH
OF SUPERMAN.

Flashpoint Beyond
Written by GEOFF JOHNS, TIM SHERIDAN,
and JEREMY ADAMS; Illustrated by
EDUARDO RISSO and XERMANICO

The world of Flashpoint returns! After sacrificing
everything to help the Flash put the universe
back together and save Bruce Wayne’s life,
Thomas Wayne wakes up in a world he thought
was no more. Forced to don the cowl once
again, Batman prowls the streets of Gotham
searching for answers to how this world still
exists, but what he starts to uncover will send
him hurtling around the globe. The hunt for the
Clockwork Killer brings Batman to Europe and
face to face with the mad king, Aquaman.
This volume collects Flashpoint Beyond
#0 and #1-6.
Explore More

Explore More
Covers may not be final
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DC COMICS

DC COMICS
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Graphic Novels

Grayson The Superspy
Omnibus (2022 Edition)
Written by TOM KING and TIM SEELEY;
Illustrated by MIKEL JANIN

To the heroes, villains and ordinary citizens of
Earth, Dick Grayson is dead—but death is the
perfect cover story for an agent of Spyral. As
the newest member of this top-secret spy ring,
Grayson helps scour the globe for the pieces of
the Paragon, a slain god whose every organ is
a weapon of mass destruction.
But he’s also Batman’s man inside Spyral,
uncovering their secrets even as they strive to
uncover the secret identity of every superhero
on the globe.
The Grayson the Superspy Omnibus (2022
Edition) collects GRAYSON #1-20, GRAYSON:
FUTURES END #1, SECRET ORIGINS #8,
GRAYSON ANNUAL #1-3, ROBIN WAR #1-2
and NIGHTWING: REBIRTH #1.

Monkey Prince
Written by GENE LUEN YANG;
Illustrated by BERNARD CHANG

Marcus Sun moves around a lot because his
adoptive parents are freelance henchpeople, so
this month he finds himself as the new kid at
Gotham City High School, where a mysterious
man with pig features asks Marcus to walk
through a water curtain to reveal his real self…
someone who has adventured through The
Journey to the West, can transform into 72
different formations, can clone himself using
his hairs, and is called…the Monkey Prince!
From the team of New Super-Man writer Gene
Luen Yang and Green Lantern Corps artist
Bernard Chang, meet an all-new Chinese
American DC hero, with roots in centuries-old
mythology and ties to the current DCU! Collects
The Monkey Prince #1-6, and a story from DC
Festival of Heroes: The Asian Superhero
Celebration.

Explore More
Explore More
Covers may not be final

978-1-77951-732-6

978-1-77951-709-8

DC COMICS

DC COMICS

$100.00 • Hardcover • 7 1/4 x 10 7/8
On Sale: 11/15/22 • FOC Date: 8/8/22

$24.99 • Hardcover • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
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Graphic Novels

One-Star Squadron

Refrigerator Full of Heads

Written by MARK RUSSELL;
Illustrated by STEVE LIEBER

Written by RIO YOUERS;
Illustrated by TOM FOWLER

Meet DC’s superhero team where heroism
meets capitalism. This ragtag group of heroes
led by Red Tornado is here to provide service
with a smile. All you must do is send a request
via their on-demand hero app and they’ll
answer any call. Whether it’s a children’s
birthday party or an alien invasion, no job is too
small or too big!

For a year now, the mysterious axe that
unleashed pandemonium during the hurricane
of ’83 has waited at the bottom of the bay but
nothing that powerful stays buried. Brody Island
has new visitors, and a new sheriff in town,
too-not to mention a dangerous great white
shark spotted in its waters-and when vacationing couple Calvin Beringer and Arlene Fields
find themselves on the wrong side of Brody’s
unsavory elements, their beachcombing will
turn up something a lot sharper than sea glass…

Brought to you by Eisner nominee Mark Russell
(The Flintstones, Wonder Twins, Exit Stage Left:
The Snagglepuss Chronicles) and Eisner winner
Steve Lieber (Superman’s Pal Jimmy Olsen),
you’ll want to invest in this one-of-a-kind collection that promises a story filled with heart,
heroism, and humor. Collecting One-Star
Squadron #1-6.
Explore More

Crime novelist Rio Youers joins forces with artist
Tom Fowler to unleash a gonzo grindhouse
expansion on the lore of the original Basketful
of Heads! This volume collects Refrigerator
Full of Heads #1-6.
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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Graphic Novels

Sleeper Omnibus (2022 Edition)

Tales of the Amazons

Written by ED BRUBAKER;
Illustrated by SEAN PHILLIPS

Written by MICHAEL CONRAD;
Illustrated by MARCIO TAKARA

SLEEPER is the critically acclaimed graphic
novel series written by Eisner Award-winner
Ed Brubaker (Criminal, Deadenders, Captain
America) and stylishly rendered by legendary
artist Sean Phillips (Marvel Zombies.
Criminal, Incognito).

After the events of Dark Nights: Metal Diana has
returned from the Sphere of the Gods. Where
she should be feeling joyful, Diana can’t help
feeling lost and purposeless. Has the world
moved on without Wonder Woman in her
absence? As Diana travels to visit an old friend,
she’s faced with quite literal dark reflections of
herself being puppeteer by her old nemesis,
the Image-Maker. Meanwhile a prophecy of
doom has come to the world of the Amazons,
all leading to the Trial of the Amazons
crossover event!

Agent Holden Carver is forced to live one day
at a time in a deadly game of cat-and-mouse
he plays with the leader of the secret criminal
organization he has infiltrated while trying
to elude detection.
Explore More

Collects Wonder Woman #781-784; Wonder
Woman 80th Anniversary 100-Page Super
Spectacular #1; Artemis: Wanted #1; Olympus:
Rebirth #1; Nubia: Coronation Special #1.
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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Graphic Novels

The Joker Vol. 1
Written by JAMES TYNION IV;
Illustrated by GUILLEM MARCH

Arkham Asylum has been attacked and all eyes
are on the Joker. A mysterious benefactor hires
former Gotham City Police Commissioner Jim
Gordon to go on a global manhunt to catch...
and possibly kill...the Clown Prince of Crime!
But nothing with the Joker is ever as easy as it
seems. What Gordon finds and what the Joker
wants him to see...will change his perspective
on the world forever.
Brought to you by the all-star creative team
behind Batman: Their Dark Designs, James
Tynion IV and Guillem March, this volume
includes a special Year One flashback issue
co-written with Matthew Rosenberg (Legends
of the Dark Knight) and Francesco Francavilla
(Batman: The Black Mirror).
Explore More

The Other History
of the DC Universe
Written by JOHN RIDLEY; Illustrated by VARIOUS

Academy Award-winning screenwriter John
Ridley (12 Years a Slave, Let It Fall) examines the
mythology of the DC Universe in this compelling
new graphic novel! Reframing iconic moments
of DC history and charting a previously unexplored sociopolitical thread as seen through the
prism of DC Super Heroes who come from
historically disenfranchised groups, John Ridley
goes where no other has gone before!
This unique new series presents its story as
prose by Ridley married with beautifully realized
color illustrations from a selection of exciting
illustrators and comics artists. Extensively
researched and masterfully executed, THE
OTHER HISTORY OF THE DC UNIVERSE
promises to be an experience unlike any
other. Collects The Other History of the
DC Universe #1-5.
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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Graphic Novels

Wonder Woman:
Earth One Complete Collection
Written by GRANT MORRISON;
Illustrated by YANICK PAQUETTE

For years, Diana of Paradise Island yearned to
leave the only home she knew behind for adventures that laid beyond its shores. Now, after a
fateful meeting with Air Force pilot Steve Trevor,
the Amazon Warrior finds herself in Man’s
World. And she is ready for anything that it
may throw at her. But is the world ready for
Wonder Woman?
Continuing the tradition of the critically
acclaimed Earth One tales that challenge the
status quo of the comics industry, Wonder
Woman: Earth One Complete Collection is
Grant Morrison and Yanick Paquette’s complete
collection of this visionary and enterprising
graphic novel series.

World of Krypton
Written by ROBERT VENDITTI;
Illustrated by MICHAEL AVON OEMING

Krypton is a utopia admired across the universe
for its achievements in science and culture, but
its shining towers and regal people conceal a
planet rotting at its core. When a catastrophic
event befalls Krypton’s natural world, it points
toward a mass extinction in the making.
Shining new light on the famous characters of
Krypton’s past-including Jor-El, General
Dru-Zod, and even a young Kara Zor-El-World of
Krypton combines action, cosmic wonder, and
political intrigue in a story as much about our
world as the one on the page.
Collects World of Krypton #1-6.
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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Graphic Novels

Young Justice Book Six

His Name is Banksy

Written by PETER DAVID;
Illustrated by TODD NAUCK

Written by FRANCESCO MATTEUZZI;
Illustrated by MARCO MARAGGI

It’s the grand finale of the iconic Young Justice
run from Peter David and Todd Nauck! Those
closest to the team will be threatened, universes
will collide, and the team will face their most
devastating adversary: reality television!?

Banksy is arguably the most well-known street
artist of all time. But we don’t actually know who
he is. This is just one of many contradictions
that are addressed in this enormously compelling graphic biography. When two young
Londoners are caught spray-painting graffiti on
a city wall, they get to know each other while
detained by the police. After they are released,
they decide to make a film of Banksy’s life,
tracing the arc of his career as they travel
through the streets of London.

The legendary run by Peter David and Todd
Nauck comes to a close in Book Six of Young
Justice. An old adversary going by Bedlam has a
vendetta against the Justice League! To make
things worse, he’s messing with the timeline to
turn the Young Justice lives upside down. The
team will have to band together to rewrite their
own histories and decide who will lead the
team moving forward!
Explore More

While readers may not learn Banksy’s true
identity, this uniquely graphic form of storytelling communicates the artist’s belief that art
is for everyone, speaks to everyone, and is
owned by everyone.
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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Graphic Novels

Steve Canyon Volume 12:
1969-1970
Written by MILTON CANIFF

The landmark Steve Canyon, Volume 12 brings
Milton Caniff’s picaresque novel through the
end of the tumultuous 1960s and into a
brand-new decade. Everyone’s favorite bird
colonel travels from Alaska to Latin America and
romances women from dominating millionaire
Copper Calhoon to… Poteet’s old friend, Bitsy
Beekman? Things are not always as they seem,
but the course of love finally runs true on
April 24, 1970.
The Greatest Generation’s cartoonist-in-chief,
Milton Caniff, continues to appeal to two
disparate groups—comics aficionados as well
as active military and veterans. The Air Force
created an official record for Steve Canyon, the
only time a fictional character was so honored.

The Keeper
Soccer, Me, and the Law
That Changed Women’s Lives
Written by KELCEY ERVICK

Growing up playing on a top national soccer
team in the 1980s, Kelcey Ervick and her
teammates didn’t understand the change they
represented. Title IX was enacted in 1972 with
little fanfare, but to seismic effect; between
then and now, girls’ participation in organized
sports has exploded more than 1,000 percent.
With wit and poignant storytelling, The Keeper
brings to life forgotten figures who understood
the importance of athletics to help women step
into their confidence and power-and push for
equality. Full of 1980s nostalgia and heart, The
Keeper is a celebration of how far we have come
and a reminder of how far we have to go.
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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Kids & YA
Mayor Good Boy
Goes Hollywood
(A Graphic Novel)
Written by DAVE SCHEIDT
and MIRANDA HARMON

Our favorite dog is back! Mayor
Good Boy has gone from the first
dog mayor of Greenwood . . . to the
first dog mayor on the silver screen!
In this second series installment, a
very good dog is going to see his
name in lights--one hilarious take
at a time.
The script is in . . . and Mayor Good
Boy is going to the movies!
Mayor Good Boy is starring in his
very own movie, set in his very own
town, Greenwood. Too bad some
crooks are out to steal the show!
Don’t worry-interns Abby and Aaron
are ready to help out. With items
around town going missing and
pizzas being stolen, will the mayor
be able to save the day-and his
movie-before it’s too late?

“Mayor Good Boy will make you sit,
stay, and roll over with laughter!”
—JOHN PATRICK GREEN,
creator of the New York Times
bestselling InvestiGators series

Cover may not be final

978-0-593-12489-5
RANDOM HOUSE GRAPHIC
$9.99 • Hardcover • 5 1/2 x 8
On Sale: 9/20/22 • FOC Date: 8/22/22
Recommended Ages: 7-10 years
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Dave Scheidt and Miranda Harmon
return with our favorite dog mayor.
This hilarious graphic novel series
continues with all-new hijinks and
all-new fun!
Explore More

Kids & YA
INTERIOR SPRE ADS FROM

Mayor Good Boy Goes Hollywood
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Kids & YA

Heroes Help!

(DC Shazam!)
Featuring Black Adam!
Written by FRANK BERRIOS;
Illustrated by GOLDEN BOOKS

Shazam! and Black Adam team up in this
Little Golden Book starring the beloved
DC characters!
Even the smallest DC Super Hero fans can learn
all about teaming up to lend a hand in this Little
Golden Book starring Shazam! and Black Adam.
The hero and villain are brought together to
solve a problem, and in the process, discover
what they have in common. This Little Golden
Book is perfect for children ages 2 to 5, as well
as fans and collectors of all ages!
Explore More

Shuri is Brave!

(Marvel: Black Panther)
Written by FRANK BERRIOS;
Illustrated by GOLDEN BOOKS

Two heroes are better than one when Marvel’s
Black Panther and his sister, Shuri, team up in
this action-packed Little Golden Book!
The threats to the African nation of Wakanda
are many, so Marvel’s Black Panther teams up
with his little sister, Shuri, to defeat their foe!
Boys and girls ages 2 to 5 will love this Little
Golden Book, which features Black Panther,
Shuri, and lots of other great Marvel characters.
The friendly eye-catching retro art style is the
perfect way to introduce little heroes to the
Marvel Universe, and is equally loved by adult
collectors and comic book fans as well!
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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978-0-593-56576-6

978-0-593-43206-8

GOLDEN BOOKS

GOLDEN BOOKS

$5.99 • Hardcover • 6 5/8 x 8
On Sale: 9/6/22 • FOC Date: 8/8/22
Recommended Ages: 2-5 years

$5.99 • Hardcover • 6 5/8 x 8
On Sale: 9/6/22 • FOC Date: 8/8/22
Recommended Ages: 2-5 years

PRH PANELS • JULY 2022

Kids & YA

We Don’t Talk About Bruno

Lucky Wheels

Written by RH DISNEY;
Illustrated by DISNEY STORYBOOK ART TEAM

Written by ANDREW GUASTAFERRO;
Illustrated by SEAN CALICO

Sing along with the Madrigal family from
Disney’s Encanto as Mirabel learns why they
DON’T talk about Bruno!

The wheels start turning and the engines
revving when the Batmobile come to life as a
Super Hero named BAM along with some of
DC’s other heroic vehicles! Based on the new
preschool animated series on Cartoon Network
and HBOMax as part of their new preschool
programming block Cartoonito, this full-color
picture book introduces BAM in an original
story in which he learns that having the right
tools is the best way to get the job done . . . even
if it means having to give up his well-worn
“lucky tires.”

(Disney Encanto)

The Madrigal family does NOT talk about Bruno,
Mirabel’s uncle who can see into the future. But
why not? Find out in this fun and colorful book
featuring the lyrics to the hit song “We Don’t
Talk About Bruno” from Disney’s Encanto, as
well as art from the movie. Kids ages 3 to 7 who
enjoy Disney and Encanto will love this
magical storybook!
Explore More

Also Available:
Disney Encanto We Don’t Talk About Bruno
6-Copy Clip Strip Fall 2022
978-0-593-57516-1

(DC Batman Batwheels)

Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-0-7364-4378-4

978-0-593-56500-1

RH/DISNEY

RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS

$5.99 • Trade Paperback • 8 x 8
On Sale: 9/27/22 • FOC Date: 8/29/22
Recommended Ages: 3-7 years

$12.99 • Hardcover • 10 x 10
On Sale: 9/6/22 • FOC Date: 8/8/22
Recommended Ages: 4-7 years

PRHComics.com
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Kids & YA

I Did It!

I’m Ogre It

Written by MICHAEL EMBERLEY

Written by JEFFREY EBBELER

The little creature in this story wants to ride a
bike. Can they do it? Yes, they can! A fun comic
that kindergarteners and first graders can
read on their own.

A family gets a surprise when a fun-loving ogre
moves in next door and helps a sister bond
with her screen-obsessed brother.

Simple text that new readers can read by
themselves, along with delightful pictures in a
comic format, show a little creature trying and
trying again as she learns to ride a bicycle.
All their friends help with supportive words
of encouragement. “They did it!” her
friends exclaim.
Explore More

Ollie is so absorbed in the video game Smash
Tower that he doesn’t notice that his sister and
an ogre named Tim have emptied his room and
constructed an obstacle course that mirrors the
levels of the game in the yard. But a tell-tale red
string leads him to the challenges. This comic is
perfect for reintroducing kids to the fun of
in-person play.
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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978-0-8234-4651-3

978-0-8234-5018-3

HOLIDAY HOUSE

HOLIDAY HOUSE

$14.99 • Hardcover • 6 x 9
On Sale: 9/27/22 • FOC Date: 8/29/22
Recommended Ages: 4-8 years

$14.99 • Hardcover • 6 x 9
On Sale: 9/27/22 • FOC Date: 8/29/22
Recommended Ages: 4-8 years
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Owl and Penguin

The Flamingo

Written by VIKRAM MADAN

A Graphic Novel Chapter Book

Two feathered friends are Frog and Toad for
the emoji generation in this delightful graphic
novel for emerging readers.

Written by GUOJING

Owl likes peace and quiet. Penguin likes to
SING OUT LOUD.

From a highly acclaimed illustrator comes a
stunning graphic novel filled with adventure
and wonder about an imaginative girl and her
obsession with flamingoes.

But best friends don’t need to be the same.
Sometimes it’s good to disagree! Owl and
Penguin celebrate their differences and solve
their problems with creative play. From ice
cream mishaps to rainy day chills, there’s
nothing these pals can’t get through together.

A little girl arrives, excited for a beachy vacation
with her Lao Lao. The girl and her grandmother
search for shells, chase crabs, and play in the
sea, but when the girl finds an exquisite flamingo
feather in her grandmother’s living room, her
vacation turns into something fantastical.

In three nearly wordless stories, expressive art
takes charge of the storytelling, supplemented
by simple text captions and emoticon-style
images in speech bubbles. This innovative format
supports visual literacy and sight word recognition for the earliest independent readers.

Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-0-8234-5150-0

978-0-593-12731-5

HOLIDAY HOUSE

RANDOM HOUSE STUDIO

$14.99 • Hardcover • 6 x 9
On Sale: 9/27/22 • FOC Date: 8/29/22
Recommended Ages: 4-8 years

$18.99 • Hardcover • 7 x 9
On Sale: 9/20/22 • FOC Date: 8/22/22
Recommended Ages: 5-8 years
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Kids & YA

Grumpy Monkey Who Threw That?

I am Batman

A Graphic Novel Chapter Book

Written by BRAD MELTZER;
Illustrated by CHRISTOPHER ELIOPOULOS

Written by SUZANNE LANG;
Illustrated by MAX LANG

This early graphic novel chapter book based on
the #1 New York Times bestselling Grumpy Monkey
is perfect for children who love the original
picture books and are ready for the next step.
Jim Panzee is demonstrating a new magic trick
when he’s interrupted by two oxpeckers cooing
over each other. Annoyed, he tosses a banana
peel from his branch and, even worse, denies
doing it! Now the real trouble begins when Jim
Panzee is banished from the jungle. Best friend
Norman joins him and they end up in the
desert. In order to help his best buddy, Jim
agrees to return to the jungle. But the only way
he will be welcomed back is if he apologizes.

This fictional biography of Batman launches the
exciting start of the Stories Change the World
series from Brad Meltzer and Chris Eliopoulos,
the team behind the New York Times bestselling
Ordinary People Change the World books
This picture book is the perfect way to introduce
young readers to Bruce Wayne and his rise to
becoming Batman. After losing his parents at a
young age, Bruce Wayne dedicates his life to
cleaning up the streets of Gotham. Even
without traditional superpowers, his perseverance and commitment to justice carry him
through battles against villains.
Explore More

Explore More

Also Available:
Grumpy Monkey Freshly Squeezed /
Grumpy Monkey Who Threw That mixed 6-copy count
978-0-593-57439-3
Covers may not be final
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978-0-593-30605-5

978-0-593-53146-4

RANDOM HOUSE STUDIO

ROCKY POND BOOKS

$9.99 • Hardcover • 6 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 9/27/22 • FOC Date: 8/29/22
Recommended Ages: 5-8 years

$16.99 • Hardcover • 7 1/2 x 7 1/2
On Sale: 9/27/22 • FOC Date: 8/29/22
Recommended Ages: 5-9 years
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I am Superman
Written by BRAD MELTZER;
Illustrated by CHRISTOPHER ELIOPOULOS

This fictional biography of Superman launches
the exciting start of the Stories Change the World
series from Brad Meltzer and Chris Eliopoulos,
the team behind the New York Times bestselling
Ordinary People Change the World books.
For almost 80 years, the story of Clark Kent has
been told by thousands of creators and this
picture book biography is the perfect way to
introduce the young readers to this legendary
superhero. From his beginnings on his birth
planet Krypton to his childhood on Earth, I am
Superman focuses on the ways Clark Kent was
super because of his actions, not just his powers.

Spinjitzu Brothers #4:
The Chroma’s Clutches
(LEGO Ninjago)

Written by RANDOM HOUSE

Wu and Garmadon both want to become
Spinjitzu Masters-but there are many who
stand in their way-especially each other. As the
LEGO ninja brothers travel the land, they face
epic tests to see if they have what it takes to
gain the skills they need to become true legends
of Spinjitzu! This illustrated hardcover chapter
book series features the LEGO NINJAGO’s
Spinjitzu Brothers and exciting illustrations!
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-0-593-53143-3

978-0-593-56569-8

ROCKY POND BOOKS

RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS

$16.99 • Hardcover • 7 1/2 x 7 1/2
On Sale: 9/27/22 • FOC Date: 8/29/22
Recommended Ages: 5-9 years

$9.99 • Hardcover • 5 13/16 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 9/6/22 • FOC Date: 8/8/22
Recommended Ages: 6-9 years
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Kids & YA

Untold Dinosaur Tales #2:
Camp Chaos!
(LEGO Jurassic World)
Written by RANDOM HOUSE

Dinosaurs, action-packed adventure and
laugh-out-loud fun fill this all-new LEGO
Jurassic World chapter book series!
From small, quick dinosaurs on the loose to the
big T. rex causing trouble to a boss who loves
surprises, Owen, Claire, and the bumbling Asset
Containment Unit have their hands full keeping
all the dinosaurs and guests at Jurassic World
safe. With action-packed illustrations throughout, this engaging chapter book features three
fun-filled stories that are perfect for LEGO
Jurassic World fans and kids ages 6 to 9 who
love dinosaurs.

Noodleheads Take It Easy
Written by TEDD ARNOLD,
MARTHA HAMILTON and MITCH WEISS

Taking it easy is easy peasy, until Mac and Mac
give it a try! This colorful graphic novel will have
1st and 2nd grade independent readers laughing out loud at Noodleheads’ funny adventures.
Mac and Mac want to take it easy and eat their
favorite pie, but making pie isn’t as easy as
eating it! Or is it? Along the way they their
friends and mom give them tricks to make it as
easy as...well pie! But the boys’ shenanigans
make things harder than they need to be.
Will Mac and Mac get to have their pie and
eat it too?
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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978-0-593-56881-1

978-0-8234-4758-9

RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS

HOLIDAY HOUSE

$9.99 • Hardcover • 5 13/16 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 9/6/22 • FOC Date: 8/8/22
Recommended Ages: 6-9 years

$15.99 • Hardcover • 6 x 9
On Sale: 9/27/22 • FOC Date: 8/29/22
Recommended Ages: 6-9 years
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Magic Tree House
Graphic Novel Starter Set
Written by MARY POPE OSBORNE;
Adapted by JENNY LAIRD;
Illustrated by KELLY MATTHEWS
and NICHOLE MATTHEWS

The #1 bestselling chapter book is now a
graphic novel! Magic. Mystery. Time-travel. Get
whisked back in time in the magic tree house
with Jack and Annie in this giftable boxed set!
There’s a mysterious tree house in the woods
and it’s filled with books! Where did the tree
house come from? Jack and Annie aren’t sure.
The real question is, where will it take them?
Get whisked away with Jack and Annie in their
first four adventures, now as graphic novels!
This boxed set includes Dinosaurs Before Dark,
The Knight at Dawn, Mummies in the Morning,
and Pirates Past Noon.
Explore More

Pirates Past Noon Graphic Novel
Written by MARY POPE OSBORNE;
Adapted by JENNY LAIRD; Illustrated by
KELLY MATTHEWS and NICHOLE MATTHEWS

Captured by pirates! When Jack and Annie are
whisked away in the magic tree house, they
arrive on a beautiful beach. It’s paradise! That is,
until the pirates arrive…
The dreaded Cap’n Bones is looking for buried
treasure. He thinks Jack and Annie know where
it is. And he’s not letting them out of his sight
until they find it!
Sail back in time and around the world with Jack
and Annie in Magic Tree House graphic novels!
The vibrant and energetic art of Kelly and
Nichole Matthews perfectly captures the
adventure, mystery, and magic of the original
#1 New York Times bestselling series.
Explore More

Also Available in Hardcover
Also Available:
Magic Tree House Pirates Past Noon
9-Copy Graphic Novel Floor Display Fall 2022
978-0-593-57402-7
Covers may not be final

978-0-593-64496-6

978-0-593-17483-8

RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS

RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS

$39.96 • Boxed Set • 5 1/2 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 9/27/22 • FOC Date: 8/29/22
Recommended Ages: 6-9 years

$9.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 1/2 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 9/27/22 • FOC Date: 8/29/22
Recommended Ages: 6-9 years
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Kids & YA

The BIG Adventures of
Babymouse: Once Upon a
Messy Whisker (Book 1)

Camp Cretaceous:
The Deluxe Junior Novelization
Boxed Set

Written by JENNIFER L. HOLM;
Illustrated by MATTHEW HOLM

(Jurassic World: Camp Cretaceous)
Written by STEVE BEHLING

NEW adventures, BIGGER imagination, same
MESSY WHISKERS — Babymouse learns to be
careful what you wish for in this BIG brand-new
FULL-COLOR graphic novel series, perfect for
young readers who love to laugh!

Jurassic World: Camp Cretaceous—the exciting
animated television series on Netflix—follows a
group of six teenagers chosen for a once-in-alifetime experience at a new adventure camp on
the opposite side of Isla Nublar—the home of
the Jurassic World theme park. But when
dinosaurs wreak havoc across the island, the
campers are stranded. Unable to reach the
outside world, they’ll need to go from strangers
to friends to family if they’re going to survive.
This deluxe boxed set of the Jurassic World:
Camp Cretaceous Deluxe Junior Novelizations
retells the first four seasons of the series and
each book features an eight-page full-color
insert and poster!

Babymouse has a BIG imagination. In her
dreams, she’s the BEST at everything — she’s
the coolest, the smartest, the strongest, and she
DEFINITELY has nice, neat whiskers! In real life?
Not so much. But WHAT IF Babymouse could
make her fantasies come true...?
Explore More

Also Available in Hardcover

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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978-0-593-43093-4

978-0-593-56642-8

RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS

RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS

$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 7 1/2 x 9 1/2
On Sale: 9/27/22 • FOC Date: 8/29/22
Recommended Ages: 7-10 years

$39.96 • Boxed Set • 5 3/16 x 7 5/8
On Sale: 9/6/22 • FOC Date: 8/8/22
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years
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Witches of Brooklyn:
S’More Magic
(A Graphic Novel)
Written by SOPHIE ESCABASSE

You can take a witch out of Brooklyn . . . and put
her in the woods? As if learning magic wasn’t
hard enough, now Effie has to go to SUMMER
CAMP! The hit middle-grade graphic novel
series continues with this new adventure that’s
filled to the brim with magic and mayhem!
School’s out, and Effie is ready for SUMMER!
Too bad she’s being sent off to the wilderness
for boring old summer camp. Nothing says
“exciting new adventure” like being stuck in
nature with mosquitoes. Sure, other witches
might be there. And maybe she’ll learn some
cool new magic.
Explore More

Also Available in Hardcover

Witches of Brooklyn:
Thrice the Magic Boxed Set
(Books 1-3)
Witches of Brooklyn,
What the Hex?!, S’More Magic
Written by SOPHIE ESCABASSE

There’s a new witch in town! Life in Brooklyn
takes a strange turn when Effie discovers that
MAGIC runs in the family. This first-ever
collected boxed set contains the first three
volumes of Effie’s magical adventures.
Could there really be witches in Brooklyn?!
When Effie moves to Brooklyn to live with her
aunts, she knows she’s got a new school and
new friends in store for her . . . but she doesn’t
expect magic!
Includes Witches of Brooklyn, Witches of
Brooklyn: What the Hex?!, and Witches of
Brooklyn: S’More Magic.
Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-0-593-11933-4

978-0-593-56846-0

RANDOM HOUSE GRAPHIC

RANDOM HOUSE GRAPHIC

$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 1/2 x 8
On Sale: 9/6/22 • FOC Date: 8/8/22
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years

$38.97 • Boxed Set • 5 1/2 x 8
On Sale: 9/6/22 • FOC Date: 8/8/22
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years

PRHComics.com
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Prose

The Last Kids on Earth and the
Forbidden Fortress

My Aunt Is a Monster

Written by MAX BRALLIER; Illustrated by
DOUGLAS HOLGATE

Written by REIMENA YEE

The highly-anticipated eighth book in the #1
New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and USA
Today bestselling series, with over 10 million
copies in print!
Picking up after Quint and Dirk’s Hero Quest,
the Last Kids are happily reunited-but quickly
faced with a monstrous new mission. Inside an
other-dimensional fortress, the evil Thrull,
alongside a vile new villain, is carrying out a
sinister plan. Jack, Quint, June and Dirk must
make their own plans to infiltrate the stronghold
before Thrull gets any closer to completing the
mysterious Tower, a structure that could
ultimately spell doom for this dimension.
Explore More

(A Graphic Novel)
Safia thought that being blind meant she would
only get to go on adventures through her
audiobooks. This all changes when she goes to
live with a distant and mysterious aunt, Lady
Whimsy, who takes Safia on the journey of
a lifetime!
While the reclusive Lady Whimsy stops an old
rival from uncovering the truth behind her
disappearance, Safia experiences parts of the
world she had only dreamed about. But when an
unlikely group of chaotic agents comes after
Whimsy, Safia is forced to confront the adventure head-on. For the first time in her life, Safia
is the hero of her own story, and she must do
what she can to save the day.
Explore More

Also Available in Hardcover

Covers may not be final
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978-0-593-40523-9

978-1-9848-9418-2

VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS

RANDOM HOUSE GRAPHIC

$14.99 • Hardcover • 5 1/2 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 9/13/22 • FOC Date: 8/15/22
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years

$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 1/2 x 8
On Sale: 9/13/22 • FOC Date: 8/15/22
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years
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Santiago!

Coven

Santiago Ramón y Cajal–
Artist, Scientist, Troublemaker

Written by JENNIFER DUGAN;
Illustrated by KIT SEATON

Written by JAY HOSLER

A queer, paranormal YA graphic novel debut
from the author of Some Girls Do and the
illustrator of Wonder Woman: Warbringer!

As a young boy, all Santiago Ramón y Cajal
wanted to do was be an artist. But his father
wanted him to become a doctor, insisting that
pursuing art was not a true profession. Although
Santiago was forbidden by his parents to make
art, Santiago secretly kept at it-making homemade
paints and brushes and honing his craftsmanship. As a medical student, he discovered the
wonders of how animal bodies work, and his
studies eventually led him to the microscopic
mysteries of the brain. In 1906, he won the
Nobel Prize for medicine and is considered the
father of modern neuroscience-proving
anything is possible, even for a mischief maker.
Explore More

Emsy has always lived in sunny California, and
she’d much rather spend her days surfing with
her friends or hanging out with her girlfriend
than honing her powers as a fire elemental. But
when members of her family’s coven back east
are murdered under mysterious circumstances
that can only be the result of powerful witchcraft,
her family must suddenly return to dreary upstate
New York. There, Emsy will have to master her
neglected craft in order to find the killer . . .
before her family becomes their next target.
Explore More

Also Available in Hardcover

Covers may not be final

978-0-8234-5036-7

978-0-593-11218-2

MARGARET FERGUSON BOOKS

G.P. PUTNAM’S SONS BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS

$22.99 • Hardcover • 6 3/4 x 8 1/2
On Sale: 9/20/22 • FOC Date: 8/22/22
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years

$17.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9
On Sale: 9/6/22 • FOC Date: 8/8/22
Recommended Ages: 12 and up
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Kids & YA

Other Ever Afters

Doughnuts and Doom

New Queer Fairy Tales

Written by BALAZS LORINCZI

Written by MELANIE GILLMAN

Once upon a time . . . happily ever after turned
out differently than expected. In this new,
feminist, queer fairy-tale collection, you’ll find
the princesses, mermaids, knights, barmaids,
children, and wise old women who have been
forced to sit on the sidelines in classic stories
taking center stage. A gorgeous all-new
collection in graphic novel format from a
Stonewall Honor-winning author and artist.
What if the giant who abducted you was
actually thoughtful and kind? What if you didn’t
want to marry your handsome, popular, but
cold-inside suitor? What if your one true love
has all the responsibilities that come with
running a kingdom?
Explore More

Being a teenage witch-or rock star-is tougher
than it looks! But maybe enemies can become
friends...or more? Flying brooms and electric
guitars set hearts aflame in this fantastically
fizzy graphic novel.
When Margot meets Elena, emotions run high,
magic is in the air, and doughnuts...float? One is
a stressed-out witch trying to get her potions
business off the ground, the other is a struggling rock musician whose band is going
nowhere. Neither of them are having a good
time! No wonder things quickly escalate from
words to literal sparks flying when they first
meet. Could this be the start of a delicious new
relationship...or is a bad-luck curse leading
them to certain doom?
Explore More

Also Available in Hardcover

Covers may not be final
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978-0-593-30318-4

978-1-60309-513-6

RANDOM HOUSE GRAPHIC

TOP SHELF PRODUCTIONS

$17.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 3/4 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 9/20/22 • FOC Date: 8/22/22
Recommended Ages: 12 and up

$14.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 1/2 x 8 1/2
On Sale: 9/20/22 • FOC Date: 8/15/22
Recommended Ages: 13-17 years
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Nowhere Girl

Neurocomic

Written by MAGALI LE HUCHE

A Comic About the Brain

A coming-of-age story that explores adolescence, failure...and the Beatles.
This is the story of a girl growing up in the 1990s
—a middle-schooler who finds herself lost in the
gulf between childhood and adolescence,
developing paralyzing fears of failure, school,
other people, and her own changing body. Along
the way, she becomes obsessed with the
Beatles... which might be just what she needs to
find her way back to being okay. Yeah yeah yeah!
Explore More

Written by HANA ROS;
Illustrated by MATTEO FARINELLA

Do you know what your brain is made of? How
does memory function? What is a neuron and
how does it work? For that matter what’s a
comic? And in the words of Lewis Carroll’s
famous caterpillar: “Who are you?”
Neurocomic is a journey through the human
brain: a place of neuron forests, memory caves,
and castles of deception. Along the way, you’ll
encounter Boschean beasts, giant squid,
guitar-playing sea slugs, and the great pioneers
of neuroscience. Hana Roš and Matteo Farinella provide an insight into the most complex
thing in the universe.
Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-1-913123-19-2

978-1-913123-08-6

NOBROW

NOBROW

$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 3/4 x 8 7/8
On Sale: 9/6/22 • FOC Date: 8/8/22
Recommended Ages: 14 and up

$17.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 3/4 x 8 7/8
On Sale: 9/6/22 • FOC Date: 8/8/22
Recommended Ages: 16 and up
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Manga
Polar Bear Cafe:
Collector’s Edition Vol. 1
Written by ALOHA HIGA

The charming slice-of-life manga
about a cafe run by a polar bear
that inspired the beloved anime!
Polar Bear has a penchant for puns
and runs a serene cafe frequented
by humans and animals alike.
Regulars include a panda who has
a part-time job being a panda at
the local zoo, his keeper (who has a
crush on the cafe’s waitress), and
a pretentious penguin. Join the
colorful clientele through the
seasons in this comforting and
humorous manga about daily
specials, romantic complications,
and quirky workplaces, a tale that
inspired a 50-episode anime
adaptation. This 4-volume edition
of the complete manga series—in
English for the first time—will
include bonus color content!
Explore More

The charming series that inspired
the anime, collected in English
for the first time!

Cover may not be final

978-1-68579-334-0
SEVEN SEAS
$16.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 7/8 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 1/24/23 • FOC Date: 8/8/22
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Beyond the Clouds 5

Blue Lock 4

Written by NICKE

Written by MUNEYUKI KANESHIRO;
Illustrated by YUSUKE NOMURA

A boy with a talent for machines and a mysterious girl with a broken wing will take you past the
ordinary. One part Final Fantasy, one part
Studio Ghibli, Beyond the Clouds is a gorgeous
tale about the longing of young hearts for
adventure and friendship!
Young Theo works as a mechanic, putting his
knack for machines to use in the industrialized
city where he lives. But when he finds an
injured, amnesiac a girl with wings, his life
changes forever. Her name is Mia, and although
Theo’s talents make quick work of repairing her
injured wing, their quest to find her home will
take them beyond the clouds and further than
they would ever have imagined.
Explore More

A mad young coach gathers soccer players from
across the country to compete in a series of
bizarre challenges in a high-tech colosseum he
calls Blue Lock. It’s a no-balls-barred battle to
become Japan’s next top striker, in this Squid
Game-meets-World Cup manga, now available
in print!
Anime coming soon!
The last match of the first Blue Lock selection
round kicks off! Isagi’s Team Z has no choice
but to win the match if they want to stay in Blue
Lock. Their opponents: Team V, the strongest
team in Wing 5, led by the prodigy Seishiro Nagi.
Will Team Z’s desperation triumph over Team
V’s overwhelming offensive power? The key to
victory lies in “a goal’s reproducibility”...
Explore More
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EDENS ZERO 20

Fire Force 30

Written by HIRO MASHIMA

Written by ATSUSHI OHKUBO

It’s here! The creator of Fairy Tail, manga
superstar Hiro Mashima, is back with a highflying space adventure! All the steadfast
friendship, crazy fighting, and blue cats
you’ve come to expect... IN SPACE!

Now a hit anime! The new action fantasy set
in a steampunk Tokyo from the creator of the
smash hit Soul Eater!

A young boy gazes up at the sky and sees a
streaming bolt of light. The friendly, armor-clad
being at his side tells him gently, “That’s a
dragon.” The fact that he’s joking isn’t important. What’s important is the look of wonder on
the boy’s face... and the galaxy-spanning
adventure that’s about to take place! Join Hiro
Mashima (Fairy Tail, Rave Master) once more as
he takes to the stars for another thrilling saga!
Explore More

The city of Tokyo is in the grip of a reign of
terror! Possessed by demons, people have
begun to burst into flame, leading to the
establishment of a special firefighting team:
the Fire Force, ready to roll on a moment’s
notice to fight spontaneous combustion
anywhere it might break out. But the team is
about to get a very unique addition: Shinra, a
boy who possesses the unique power to run
at the speed of a rocket, leaving behind the
famous “devil’s footprints” (and destroying
his shoes in the process).
Explore More
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Gleipnir 12

Go! Go! Loser Ranger! 2

Written by SUN TAKEDA

Written by NEGI HARUBA

Shuichi Kagaya an ordinary high school kid in a
boring little town. But when a beautiful classmate is caught in a warehouse fire, he discovers
a mysterious power: He can transform into a
furry dog with an oversized revolver and a zipper
down his back. He saves the girl’s life, sharing
his secret with her. But she’s searching for the
sister who killed her family, and she doesn’t care
how degrading it gets: She will use Shuichi to
accomplish her mission...

From the creator of The Quintessential
Quintuplets comes a new “anti-ranger”
action-comedy that’ll make you root for the
alien invaders! Perfect for fans of Kaiju
No. 8 and Power Rangers.

Explore More

Thirteen years ago, an evil army of mysterious
alien monsters invaded the Earth, but the
Divine Dragon Rangers rose up to stop them!
To this day, the fate of the Earth hangs in the
balance as the fierce struggle continues to
unfold! ...Or does it?
In truth, the evil aliens were subjugated within
the first year, and they’ve now become nothing
more than clowns forced to act out their
continuous defeat every week for the entertainment of the masses. But one of the aliens
has had enough.
Explore More
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Heaven’s Design Team 8
Created by HEBI-ZOU;
Written by TSUTA SUZUKI;
Illustrated by TARAKO

On the seventh day, God rested. But it turns out
He started getting tired long before... In fact,
when it came time to design the animals, God
contracted the whole thing out to an agency...
Heaven’s Design Team! They love their work—
the giraffe, the koala, the ping-pong tree
sponge(?!)—but their divine client’s demands
are often vague, and the results are sometimes
wild in more ways than one. Then there’s
prototyping and testing to worry about, not to
mention Ms. Pluto’s penchant for grotesque
and Mr. Saturn, who just wants to make
everything look like a horse...
Explore More

I Was Reincarnated as the 7th
Prince so I Can Take My Time
Perfecting My Magical Ability 3
Illustrated by YOSUKE KOKUZAWA;
Created by KENKYO NA CIRCLE;
Designed by MERU.

In his previous life, Lloyd only wished to study
magic, but his status as a commoner lead him
to an unfortunate end. After being ruthlessly
done in by the very magic he so desperately
desired to master, Lloyd opens his eyes to an
amazing new existence as the 7th prince of the
Kingdom of Saloum. This time, he’s been born
with unmatched magical potential! With a new
lease on life, and the resources to grasp his
greatest dream in the palm of his hand, Lloyd
sets out to finally achieve what he’s always
yearned for: study magic to his heart’s content!
There’s only one small problem... he’s barely
10 years old!
Explore More
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Japanese for Busy People Book 2
Revised 4th Edition
(free audio download)
Written by AJALT

4th Revised Edition of JAPANESE FOR BUSY
PEOPLE, the most popular Japanese language
textbook series in the world. Now comes with
free downloadable audio recordings.
Picking up where Japanese for Busy People
Book I left off, Japanese for Busy People Book II
goes beyond survival Japanese, turning to the
basics of Japanese syntax, enabling learners to
make a smooth transition from mid-beginnerlevel to intermediate-level Japanese. Kanji
(Chinese characters used in Japanese) are
gradually introduced in Book II along with
furigana so that learners know how to pronounce them.
Audio recordings can be downloaded for free
from kodansha.us.
Explore More

Japanese for Busy People Book 2:
The Workbook
The Workbook for the Revised 4th Edition
(free audio download)
Written by AJALT

4th Revised Edition of JAPANESE FOR BUSY
PEOPLE, the most popular Japanese language
textbook series in the world. Now comes with
free downloadable audio recordings.
Since it was first published in 1984, the focus of
the Japanese for Busy People series has always
been to teach Japanese for effective communication.
Japanese for Busy People II: The Workbook for
the Revised 4th Edition helps learners to
comprehend plain forms of verbs, time expressions, conditional clauses and other difficult
elements of grammar that will enable them to
master intermediate-level Japanese.
Audio recordings can be downloaded for free
from kodansha.us.
Explore More
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Magus of the Library 6

Noragami Omnibus 3 (Vol. 7-9)

Written by MITSU IZUMI

Stray God

In a lushly-detailed fantasy world reminiscent
of Arabian Nights, the Great Library is the
center of learning in the world, and its librarians
are capable of magnificent feats of magic! In a
small village far from the Library, a poor little elf
boy struggles against bullies who call him
“knife-ears.” His only solace: the books he
sneaks out of the village’s tiny branch library,
which he’s not allowed in. When a librarian from
the Great Library arrives, he’s dazzled by her
knowledge and glamor. Their meeting will
change his life and begin the adventure he’s
always dreamed of having!
Explore More

Written by ADACHITOKA

Revisit the Far Shore in new edition of the
beloved supernatural action series that collects
all the stray volumes in 600-page 3-in-1
omnibuses, all in a larger size than the
regular version!
Includes Vol. 7-9 of Noragami: Stray God.
Yato has a fateful encounter with Hiyori, a human
who tries to save him from getting run over by
a bus. Hiyori is hit by the bus, but somehow
avoids serious injury. Further, it seems she’s
undergone a strange change where she can
remove her spirit from her corporeal body. Yato
seems somehow involved or responsible for
Hiyori’s change. Could Hiyori be the divine
weapon that Yato needs?
Explore More
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Noragami: Stray God 25

Parasyte Full Color Collection 2

Written by ADACHITOKA

Written by HITOSHI IWAAKI

Revisit the Far Shore in new edition of the
beloved supernatural action series that collects
all the stray volumes in 600-page 3-in-1
omnibuses, all in a larger size than the
regular version!

They arrive in silence, out of dark skies.
They infest human hosts and consume them.
And they are everywhere.

Includes Vol. 7-9 of Noragami: Stray God.
Yato has a fateful encounter with Hiyori, a human
who tries to save him from getting run over by
a bus. Hiyori is hit by the bus, but somehow
avoids serious injury. Further, it seems she’s
undergone a strange change where she can
remove her spirit from her corporeal body. Yato
seems somehow involved or responsible for
Hiyori’s change. Could Hiyori be the divine
weapon that Yato needs?
Explore More

For more than 30 years, new generations of
readers have been riveted to this unlikely buddy
story that unfolds amid a world of monstrosities
that never stay hidden for long. Since its first
release, in 1988, Parasyte has inspired live-action
films, spinoffs, and, in 2015, a global hit anime
series. The Full Color Collection presents Hitoshi
Iwaaki’s original manga in hardcover for the first
time, with each page carefully colorized and a
revised translation for 2022. Presented in eight
volumes containing about 300 pages of
manga each.
Explore More
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PTSD Radio 2 (Vol. 3-4)

Real Account 18-20

Written by MASAAKI NAKAYAMA

Written by OKUSHOU;
Illustrated by SHIZUMU WATANABE

Carried into modern Japan from a forgotten
past, the being known as Ogushi haunts and
tortures humans of all kinds. Little is know
about Ogushi’s curse, except that it resides in
an unexpected place: human hair.
Like Junji Ito’s Uzumaki, PTSD Radio takes
something everyday and weaves it into a series
of chilling, cryptic, twisted, repellant, and
alluring manga stories that become more
than what they first seem.
The hit digital series finally comes to print in
three 400-page compilations! From the gleefullytwisted mind that created Fuan no Tane, PTSD
Radio is a necessity for fans of the masters of
manga scares such as Junji Ito, Kazuo Umezz,
Shintaro Kago, and Suehiro Maruo.

This extra-large manga includes Vols. 18-20
of Real Account.
After the death of their parents, Ataru Kashiwagi
and his younger sister, Yuri, depend on each
other. Ataru spends his leisure time on a social
media site: Real Account. Eventually, he hits
1,500 followers. One night, the screen begins to
glitch, only displaying: The Game Will Now Begin.
Ataru finds himself transported into Real Account’s
loading screen—except now it’s a 3-D lobby!
With a sinister cheerfulness, the smiley-faced
announcer Marble says, “If you die in here, you
die out there...and so do all your followers!”
Explore More

Explore More
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Rent-A-Girlfriend 16

River’s Edge

Written by REIJI MIYAJIMA

Written by KYOKO OKAZAKI

Catch up on the manga before Season 2 of the
hit anime, coming soon!

From renowned author, Kyoko Okazaki. the
creator of Helter Skelter and Pink, comes a story
of adolescence filled with friendship, drama
and intertwined relationships of six high
school friends.

In today’s Japan, “rental” services can deliver an
afternoon with a “friend,” a “parent,” even a fake
girlfriend! After a staggering betrayal by his
girlfriend, hapless freshman Kazuya gets just
desperate enough to give it a try. But he quickly
discovers how complicated it can be to “rent” an
emotional connection, and his new “girlfriend,”
who’s trying to keep her side hustle secret, will
panic when she finds out her real life and
Kazuya’s are intertwined in surprising ways!

Six high school friends’ tangled relationship
becomes increasingly tighter when they
discover an unknown corpse near the river.
Explore More
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Run Away With Me, Girl 2

Shangri-La Frontier 3

Written by BATTAN

Written by RYOSUKE FUJI;
Created by KATARINA

Maki’s first love was her high school classmate,
a girl named Midori. But Midori broke up with
Maki at graduation, saying they were now “too
old to be fooling around dating girls.” Ten years
later, Maki still can’t get Midori off her mind, and
when the two women reconnect after a chance
encounter, Maki realizes that while her feelings
haven’t changed, Midori’s life has turned upside
down—she’s engaged and pregnant. But the
more Maki hears Midori talk about her soon-tobe-husband, the more red flags she notices.
Before Maki can stop herself, she asks Midori
to run away with her. Perfect for fans of adult
drama like Akiko Higashimura (Princess
Jellyfish) and Takako Shimura (Even
Though We’re Adults).

Having survived a fierce attack by one of the
Shangri-La Frontier PK clans, Sunraku goes
into the fighting ring against ten powerful
monsters as part of a unique scenario. He
barely escapes with his life, only to then receive
an invitation from his gamer friend Pencilgon to
help her take down a unique monster known as
Wethermon the Tombguard. With Wethermon
still undefeated by any of the game’s 30 million
players, Sunraku may have bitten off more
than he can chew!
Explore More
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Shonen Note: Boy Soprano 3

Something’s Wrong With Us 12

Written by YUHKI KAMATANI

Written by NATSUMI ANDO

A poignant coming-of-age series that’s moving
and musical from the creator of Our Dreams at
Dusk: Shimanami Tasogare! Yutaka is a boy
treasured by his choir for his beautiful, soprano
voice. But what will he do when the inevitable
arrives, and his voice starts to deepen? Perfect
for fans of Kageki Shojo!!, Keep Your Hands Off
Eizouken, Blue Period, and Boys Run the Riot.

Following in her mother’s footsteps, Nao
became a traditional Japanese sweets maker,
and at 21, she’s about to take the industry by
storm. With unparalleled artistry and a bright
attitude, she gets an offer to work at a worldclass confectionary company. But when she
meets the young, handsome owner, she
recognizes his cold stare... It’s none other than
Tsubaki, her childhood friend and first crushthe same boy who stood over his father’s
bloodied body 15 years ago, and framed Nao’s
mother for the murder. Since Tsubaki has no
clue who she is, she seizes her chance to get
close to him, but instead of finding any answers,
she begins falling deeper for Tsubaki’s allure...

Explore More
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The Iceblade Sorcerer
Shall Rule the World 3

The Quintessential Quintuplets
Part 2 Manga Box Set

Written by NORIHITO SASAKI;
Created by NANA MIKOSHIBA;
Designed by RIKO KORIE

Written by NEGI HARUBA

Ray White has settled into life at Arnold Academy of Magic, where he continues to conceal
his identity as the legendary Iceblade Sorcerer.
However, club activities and outings with
friends have been punctuated by decidedly
abnormal occurrences, including a near-death
accident and an attack by a mysterious assassin.
When the ominous figure behind this chain of
events finally comes to light, Ray is forced to
unleash his true power to save his friends.
Explore More

Fandom’s favorite fivesome now come bundled
together in two seven-volume box sets! This set
includes two huge, exclusive, double-sided
posters depicting four of the rambunctious
quints. Collect them all, as the popular anime
series returns in 2021!
This set includes Vol. 8-14.
Five girls who want to do anything but study,
and their tutor: A high school boy who’s got
book smarts and not much else. Futaro Uesugi
took the gig because he was desperate for cash,
but when his students—the five beautiful
daughters of a wealthy businessman—find five
times the excuses to slack off, what can he do?!
Explore More
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Toppu GP 10

Wandance 4

Written by KOSUKE FUJISHIMA

Written by COFFEE

From the creator of Oh My Goddess! comes
a manga dedicated to the thrilling world
of motorcross!

With its thrilling scenes of Japanese hip-hop
dance and quirky, charming characters, this is a
new, inspirational manga for fans of coming-ofage stories like Blue Period and Your Lie in April.

Toppu faces off against his rival Takadai in his
first race on a wet track, but a mishap on the
track puts them both in last place. Each boy is
trying to claw his way back into contention for
the victory, but when it comes down to the last
corner, who will have bested both his opponent
and the road racer’s greatest enemy: the rain?
Explore More

Kaboku’s growing confidence as a dancer and
his deepening friendship with Iori inspire him to
branch out and try breakdancing. He and
Wanda head for the park where the local B-Boys
practice. Gaku Kabeya is the one breaker who
seems above it all because he’s really, really
good at what he does. He thinks Kabo has what
it takes to be a great breakdancer, but will they
become friends?
Explore More
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Welcome Back, Alice 4
Written by SHUZO OSHIMI

From the creator of Blood on the Tracks, comes
his latest work tackling adolescence with a
gender bender twist...
Yohei, Kei and Yui are childhood friends and
things get complicated when Yohei witnesses
Kei and Yui in an intimate moment. But when
unexpectedly Kei moves away and returns a few
years later to reunite in high school, he seems
to be a bit different.
Explore More

What Did You Eat Yesterday?,
Volume 19
Written by FUMI YOSHINAGA

From the James Tripee Award Winning author,
Fumi Yoshinaga, comes a casual romance
between two 40-year-old men and the many
meals they share together.
A hard-working middle-aged gay couple in
Tokyo come to enjoy the finer moments of life
through food. After long days at work, either in
the law firm or the hair salon, Shiro and Kenji
will always have down time together by the
dinner table, where they can discuss their
troubles, hash out their feelings and enjoy
delicately prepared home cooked meals!
Explore More
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Yamada-kun and the
Seven Witches 27-28

The Moon Over the Mountain

Written by MIKI YOSHIKAWA

Written by ATSUSHI NAKAJIMA
and ATSUSHI NAKAJJIMA;
Illustrated by NEKOSUKE

The sexy, magical school comedy that became
the hit anime, from the creator of A Couple of
Cuckoos, continues!
Extra-long edition includes Vol. 27 and 28.
When Yamada and Miyamura casually embark
on an investigation to identify Yamada’s
first-year girlfriend, an email buried in Yamada’s
phone leads them to Hino-a timid classmate
who has photos from when everyone lost their
memories! But will that hard evidence answer
any questions, or just stir up new ones? It will be
up to Yamada to determine how far he’s willing
to go to dig up the past...
Explore More

Maiden’s Bookshelf

A beautiful book that can be enjoyed both as
a short story and an artbook.
”Isn’t that voice of my friend, Li Zheng?”
During a trip, Ensan is reunited with his old
friend Li, but his once beautiful appearance has
completely changed...
This mystical tale of a man transformed into a
tiger is rooted in a story dating from the Tang
dynasty, but feels totally immediate thanks
to Nakajima’s masterful adaptation and
Nekosuke’s gorgeous original art.
At once lyrical and philosophical, Nakajima’s
story is a timeless classic now made available
to contemporary audiences thanks to the
Maiden’s Bookshelf series.
Explore More
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A Certain Scientific Railgun Vol. 17
Written by KAZUMA KAMACHI;
Illustrated by MOTOI FUYUKAWA

The New York Times bestselling sci-fi manga
series continues!
Welcome to Academy City, an advanced
metropolis whose population is comprised
mostly of students who are enrolled in the city’s
“Power Curriculum Program,” where they must
learn to master their latent psychic powers.
Out of several million students, only seven
are deemed powerful enough to have
Level 5 status.
Meet Mikoto Misaka, the third most powerful
Level 5 esper in Academy City. Together with her
best friend and the other members of Judgment, Mikoto delves deep into the dark heart of
her home, and uncovers secrets she wishes
she hadn’t!

Backstabbed in a Backwater
Dungeon: My Trusted Companions
Tried to Kill Me, But Thanks to
the Gift of an Unlimited Gacha
I Got LVL 9999 Friends and
Am Out For Revenge
Written by SHISUI MEIKYOU;
Illustrated by TAKASHI OHMAE;
Contributions by TEF

ASK FOR IT BY NAME!
A kid named Light is the only human member of
the adventuring party Legion of Races, but
humans are by far the weakest race in his world.
When his comrades abandon him to the lowest
levels of a dungeon, Light resorts to the gift of
Infinite Gacha to create a harem of Lvl 9999
allies! With his powerful and beautiful new
friends by his side, can Light escape the
dungeon and exact vengeance upon the
Legion of Races...and the entire world?

Explore More
Explore More
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BARBARITIES I

Berserk of Gluttony (Manga) Vol. 7

Written by TSUTA SUZUKI

Written by ISSHIKI ICHIKA;
Illustrated by TAKINO DAISUKE

Lord Montague is a powerful figure in the
nation, in need of a bodyguard following a
threat to his life. Enter Viscount Adam Canning:
a dashing blond-haired nobleman who swears
to use his combat skills to protect Lord Montague...and woo anyone who catches his fancy.
When Adam sees Lord Montague’s nephew,
Joel, Adam is immediately smitten. But Joel is a
serious young man, too busy rooting out crime
and corruption to fall for Adam’s charms, but
that just makes Adam want him more! Can Joel
stay focused on his lofty ideals, or will he fall for
the devilishly handsome viscount?
Explore More

A strikingly illustrated dark fantasy, in which a
frail young man’s terrible magic could lead him
to ultimate power. And don’t miss the original
light novels, also from Seven Seas!
Fate Graphite has never tasted true power. Born
into a world with two kinds of people-those with
superior skills and those without-he’s been
shunned his entire life. Fate’s skill is Gluttony, a
curse that leaves him constantly hungry...until
he awakens its terrible potential. When he kills
someone, he can devour their skills and feed his
insatiable appetite. How many lives will it take
for Fate’s Gluttony to finally be satisfied?
Explore More
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Bite Maker:
The King’s Omega Vol. 7
Written by MIWAKO SUGIYAMA

A sexy josei manga series where desire and
destiny meet head-on!
Nobunaga won the genetic lottery and was born
an alpha: his beauty, intelligence, and talent
drive everyone wild with lust. Despite his
seemingly perfect life, Nobunaga is unsatisfied—until he meets the woman of his dreams,
who can sate his every desire. Enjoy a taste of
the supernatural in this alpha/beta/omega tale
about love, lust, and the power of attraction.
Explore More

Chillin’ in Another World with
Level 2 Super Cheat Powers
(Manga) Vol. 5
Written by MIYA KINOJO;
Illustrated by ITOMACHI AKINE;
Contributions by KATAGIRI

Banaza, a young merchant, is summoned to an
unfamiliar world to become a legendary hero!
But his unimpressive stats disqualify him, and
Banaza isn’t sent home, but exiled to the edge
of a monster-filled forest. Fortune takes a turn
when his first battle bumps him to Level 2-and
his previously NPC-grade stats leap to infinity!
Banaza is determined to live a normal life
despite his god-level power, but his world is
turned upside down yet again when he meets
Fenrys-a fair maiden who happens to be a
fiendish demon.
Explore More
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COLORLESS Vol. 3
Written by KENT

A stylish noir-punk thriller set in a world
stripped of its color and humanity. This visually
striking manga series is presented in two-tone
printing that contrasts a gritty, monochromatic
world with sudden electric splashes of
neon color.
A cosmic disaster changed the Earth forever,
stripping away every drop of color from the
world. Against the backdrop of a moody urban
landscape, a lone wolf investigator named
Avidia relies on both his wits and extraordinary
gun to hunt down the world’s last hidden scraps
of color. He crosses paths with a very special
girl—one who might hold the key to bringing
back what was lost.
Explore More

Drugstore in Another World:
The Slow Life of a Cheat
Pharmacist (Manga) Vol. 6
Written by KENNOJI;
Illustrated by HARUNO ERI;
Contributions by MATSUUNI

The light-hearted isekai manga about a fantasy
pharmacist—now with an anime! (And don’t
miss the original light novels, also from
Seven Seas!)
When corporate drone Reiji wakes up in another
world, he comes face-to-face with a fatally
wounded werewolf. Thankfully, Reiji’s new
Medicine Maker skill enables him to brew
uniquely effective potions. Alongside his new
wolf-girl friend, Reiji and his amazing cures are
ready to revolutionize this fantasy world. Be they
an old man seeking the secret of youth or an
elven archer with blurry vision, all comers are
welcome to his countryside pharmacy.
Explore More
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DUNGEON DIVE: Aim for the
Deepest Level (Manga) Vol. 4
Written by TARISA WARINAI;
Illustrated by SATO KEISUKE;
Contributions by UKAI SAKI

A compelling isekai fantasy adventure based
on the light novels in Japan!
One moment Kanami is visiting his sick little
sister in the hospital, and the next thing he
knows, he wakes up in a dark corridor full of
cutthroat warriors and bloodthirsty monsters.
Kanami quickly learns that he is in the “labyrinth,” a deadly 100-floor dungeon in a fantasy
world—and for those able to reach the deepest
level, a wish will be granted. After attracting the
attention of a mysterious girl, Kanami may have
the power he needs to return home to his
ailing sister...but at what price?

Dungeon Toilet Vol. 3
Written by ROOTS

Plunge into an absorbing new adventure in
this hilarious fantasy manga!
People are often reincarnated into fantasy
worlds to answer a higher calling. In this case,
that means a quest to find the perfect toilet.
Behold as dragon scales are converted into
toilet seats and slimes are used as moist wipes
in this unique adventure about heroes who
truly give a crap.
Explore More

Explore More
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Failure Frame: I Became the
Strongest and Annihilated
Everything With Low-Level Spells
(Manga) Vol. 5
Written by KAORU SHINOZAKI;
Illustrated by UYOSHI SHO

Revenge in another world-with an abnormal
twist! (And don’t miss the original light novels,
also from Seven Seas.)
Mimori Touka and his classmates are abruptly
catapulted into a fantasy world, summoned by
the world’s resident goddess to serve as heroes.
The good news? Most of the students display
amazing skills upon arrival! The bad? Mimori is
the worst of the lot, bottoming out at a measly
E-rank. Incensed, the goddess tosses him in a
dungeon to die—but, it turns out, Mimori’s skills
aren’t so much worthless as they are abnormal.
Abnormally powerful, perhaps!

GIGANT Vol. 10
Written by HIROYA OKU

The newest manga from the blockbuster creator
behind Gantz and Inuyashiki! Don’t miss this
intense science fiction tale of epic proportions.
Rei Yokoyamada, a high schooler whose father
works for a film production company, is inspired
to create his own short film with his friends. One
day, while out to find actors, he spots tabloidlike notices that the adult film star Papico lives
in his area. When he takes them down to protect
her, he runs into the woman herself. Little does
he know that Papico is about to get dragged
into a strange, supernatural happening...where
she grows to the size of a giant!
Explore More

Explore More
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Headhunted to Another World:
From Salaryman to Big Four! Vol. 4

Heaven Official’s Blessing:
Tian Guan Ci Fu (Novel) Vol. 5

Written by MURAMITSU;
Illustrated by BENIGASHIRA

Written by MO XIANG TONG XIU;
Illustrated by ZELDACW;
Contributions by TAI3_3

An ordinary salaryman is recruited by the Demon
King to become one of his Four Heavenly Kings
in another world-what could possibly go wrong?!
Uchimura Dennosuke is just an ordinary
Japanese salaryman, until he’s sent to work in
Vietnam where he dies in a hit-and-run accident. Uchimura is reincarnated and summoned
to another world by the Demon King, who offers
him a new job-as one of the Four Heavenly
Kings of his army! Uchimura is faced with an
offer he can’t refuse, but can he do the job?
Explore More

Eight hundred years after his mortal life, Xie
Lian has ascended to godhood for the third
time. Now only a lowly scrap collector, he is
dispatched to wander the earthly realm to take
on tasks appointed by the heavens to pay back
debts and maintain his divinity. Aided by old
friends and foes alike, and graced with the
company of a mysterious young man with
whom he feels an instant connection, Xie Lian
must confront the horrors of his past in order
to dispel the curse of his present.
The Seven Seas English-language edition will
include covers from
(tai3_3),
and exclusive, all-new interior illustrations
from ZeldaCW.
Explore More
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Hitomi-chan is Shy
With Strangers Vol. 5

How NOT to Summon a
Demon Lord (Manga) Vol. 15

Written by CHORISUKE NATSUMI

Written by YUKIYA MURASAKI;
Illustrated by FUKUDA NAOTO;
Contributions by TSURUSAKI TAKAHIRO

MAKING MOVES
Hitomi-chan might look like a bad girl, but she’s
got a heart of gold-and it’s been captured by
Usa-kun! Between exchanging Valentine’s Day
presents, and somehow ending up in a hot
spring together, she seems ready to make some
moves. But is Usa-kun ready to reveal his
true feelings?!
Explore More

Fake it ‘til you make it in this fantasy harem
series—and don’t miss the anime!
Takuma was just another awkward gamer, but a
twist of fate sees him summoned to another
world-in the body of a demon lord! He may have
power, but he’s in way over his head. So he
decides to pretend to be the monster he looks
like, and accidentally winds up with a pair of
gorgeous slaves: a voluptuous elf and cat girl.
It’s not what any of them wanted, but they’ll
have to figure out how to work together
to survive!
Explore More
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Hunting in Another World With
My Elf Wife (Manga) Vol. 2

I Think I Turned My Childhood
Friend Into a Girl Vol. 2

Written by JUPITER STUDIO;
Illustrated by KALTOMA;
Contributions by YUNAGI

Written by AZUSA BANJO

A fantasy isekai about a Hokkaido hunter
and the beautiful elf huntress he meets in
another world!
In an attempt to save a child from a wild beast,
skilled hunter Shin Nakajima was killed by a
bear. But a goddess has summoned him to
another world—along with his prized shotgun!
But it’s going to take more than standard skills
to protect himself from the fantasy creatures in
this place. Enter the beautiful elf Saran, who
swiftly comes to his aid. This unlikely pair is
about to become a power couple in the
fantasy wild!

SAME FRIEND, DIFFERENT FACE!
When Hiura agreed to let his childhood friend,
Kenshiro, practice applying makeup on him,
both of their lives were turned upside-down.
Kenshiro comes to terms with the fact that his
longtime friend is the same person as ever,
despite a dramatically different look. Meanwhile,
the introverted Hiura deals with a sudden surge
in popularity. Both are learning that beauty-and
makeup-can be more than just skin deep.
Explore More

Explore More
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I’m Kinda Chubby and
I’m Your Hero Vol. 1

Kuma Kuma Kuma Bear
(Manga) Vol. 7

Written by NORE

Written by KUMANANO; Illustrated by SERGEI

Lights, camera, Boys’ Love!

A bouncy series about a girl transported to a
fantasy world like her favorite video game with
her magical bearsuit equipped-and don’t miss
the original light novels!

Honjiro is a rookie actor trying his best to land a
breakout role, but he fears that his weight
stands in the way of his dreams. One day, he’s
surprised by fan mail full of sweets. The
package came from Konnosuke, a local pastry
chef-Honjiro’s first major fan! As Konnosuke
supports Honjiro’s work and gives him new
confidence to face the stage, will their relationship grow beyond just aspiring star and fanboy?
Explore More

Fifteen-year-old video game addict Yuna is set
for life: she funds her shut-in lifestyle by playing
the stock market and then spends every other
free moment playing her favourite virtual reality
MMO. After a game update, Yuna receives a
way-too-cute bear outfit that’s super overpowered! There’s no way Yuna would ever wear
something that embarrassing, but after being
sucked into a fantasy world, she might not
have a choice!
Explore More
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Lazy Dungeon Master
(Manga) Vol. 2

Magical Angel Creamy Mami and
the Spoiled Princess Vol. 4

Written by SUPANA ONIKAGE;
Illustrated by NANAROKU;
Contributions by YOUTA

Written by EMI MITSUKI;
From an idea by STUDIO PIEROTT

In this fantasy isekai tale, one slacker gets a
rude awakening when he becomes the guardian
of a dungeon!
Masuda Keima has been pulled from sweet
dreams and comfy sheets into a fantasy dungeon
in another world! Not only is he charged with
protecting it, but failure to do so will cost him
his life. His only guide is the personification of
the Dungeon Core, Rokuko—but she’s a moron
who can’t even figure out how to drive away a
group of bandits. If Keima ever wants quality
shut-eye again, he’ll have to take over running
this dungeon himself!

A manga following Megumi, the antagonist of
the classic, genre-shaping magical girl anime!
Life gets super rough for idol Megumi Ayase
when starlit (and magical!) Mami joins her
agency and inadvertently usurps the top spot.
Rather than backing down, Ayase leans into her
jealousy and will stop at nothing to reclaim her
throne...all while still doing her best to be a
good senpai!
Explore More

Explore More
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Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid:
Fafnir the Recluse Vol. 1
Written by COOLKYOUSINNJYA;
Illustrated by NOBUYOSHIZAMURAI

The otaku dragon from the original hit manga
series (which inspired the anime and multiple
spin-offs) stars in a manga of his own! Fafnir is
a dark, brooding curse dragon from the same
world as Tohru, Kanna, and their friends. He’s
also an otaku who’s as obsessed with games,
merch, and doujinshi as he is with gold, jewels,
and destroying all humans. This latest spin-off
from the popular Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon
Maid series follows Fafnir’s daily life in a shared
apartment with Kobayashi’s otaku coworker
Takiya, where Fafnir tries to get along with
humans and dragons-or just avoid them!

Monster Musume Vol. 17
Written by OKAYADO

The bestselling series that kicked off the
monster girl phenomena in North America!
When hapless human twenty-something Kurusu
Kimihito becomes an involuntary “volunteer” in
the government homestay program for monster
girls, his world is turned upside down. Miia is
sent to live with him, and Kimihito must tend to
her every need and make sure she integrates
into his everyday life. While cold-blooded Miia
is so sexy she makes Kimihito’s blood boil with
desire, the penalties for interspecies breeding
are dire. What’s a full-blooded young man with
raging hormones to do?!
Explore More

Explore More
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Mushoku Tensei:
Roxy Gets Serious Vol. 8
Written by RIFUJIN NA MAGONOTE;
Illustrated by YUKA FUJIKAWA;
Contributions by SHIROTAKA

A spin-off manga to the Mushoku Tensei:
Jobless Reincarnation light novels, manga,
and anime!
Roxy’s life is a lonely one-out of all her tribe,
she’s the only one without the power of telepathy. Her days pass in silence, while people speak
words she can never hear. But when she saves
the life of a wandering witch, Roxy gets the
chance of a lifetime: the opportunity to study as
a magician’s apprentice, and leave her strange
home behind! Don’t miss this brand-new tale in
the Mushoku Tensei universe: the journey of
Roxy, fated to be a star among magicians!

My Cute Little Kitten Vol. 1
Written by MILK MORINAGA

By the prolific creator of the beloved Girl
Friends! A budding romance between two
female roommates is spurred on by the rescue
of a rambunctious kitten in this yuri romcom.
Rena and Yuna have been roommates since
school, and decided to rent a place together.
They’ve lived together as friends for five years,
but things change the day Yuna adopts a kitten.
When Yuna wants to move somewhere that will
allow them to keep the kitten, Rena admits her
true feelings: she wants to be more than friends.
Yuna isn’t sure how to reciprocate, but she’s
game to try!
Explore More

Explore More
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My Deer Friend Nokotan Vol. 3
Written by OSHIOSHIO

Girl meets elk-girl—and chaos ensues!
No one knows Torako used to be a delinquent.
All of her classmates only know her as the
perfect student. But everything changes when
Nokotan, a transfer student with antlers, enters
her life. Antlers aren’t the only thing strange
about Nokotan. Her deer nose can sniff out
Torako’s secret past! Whether it’s at school or
the zoo, chaos follows this doe-eyed girl’s every
step. Torako has so many questions! Is Nokotan
a deer, a girl, or something in-between?
Explore More

My Room is a Dungeon Rest Stop
(Manga) Vol. 6
Written by TOUGOKU HUDOU;
Illustrated by TAKOYA KIYOSHI;
Contributions by JUNA

An underachiever’s quest for girls and glory at
an apartment between worlds!
There has to be a catch when a deluxe rental
property is this cheap—and this one connects
to a perilous dungeon in another world! Far
from being dissuaded, Tooru jumps at the
chance to sign the lease, hoping to go from
high school dropout to big-time adventurer.
Tooru may dreams of heroism, but first he has
to figure out how to share an apartment with a
cute girl from another world!
Explore More
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My Secret Affection Vol. 1

Night of the Living Cat Vol. 2

Written by FUMI MIKAMI

Written by HAWKMAN;
Illustrated by MECHA-ROOTS

In this sweet, unforgettable shojo manga, space
made the world gay. What happens when a girl
likes a boy in this new reality?
It’s been thirty years since meteorites from
space turned everyone on the Earth gay. In a
world where heterosexuality no longer exists,
Takanashi Kazusa falls for her childhood friend
Ayumu—a boy. Though she’s doing everything
she can to act normal whenever they hang out,
her love for Ayumu is growing stronger by the
day. How much longer can she hide her
secret feelings?
Explore More

A new horror/comedy about adorable threats
in a post-apocalyptic world!
In the near future, a unique disease has swept
across the planet: a virus that transforms
humans into cats! And the horde is expanding,
since if these adorable kitties snuggle with a
human, the human is transformed into yet
another cat. A small group of cat-loving
survivors is trying to escape the madness, but
how can you defend yourself against a threat
you just want to cuddle and pet?! This wild new
take on a post-apocalyptic survival tale will
make you roll over and purr with delight!
Explore More
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No Matter What You Say,
Furi-san is Scary! Vol. 5

Pandora in the Crimson Shell:
Ghost Urn Vol. 16

Written by SEIICHI KINOUE

Written by MASAMUNE SHIROW;
Illustrated by RIKUDOU KOUSHI

An ordinary high school boy is terrified of his
scary-looking (but secretly sweet!) classmate
in this romantic comedy of crushes and
misunderstandings.
Furi Youko definitely looks like a delinquent:
she’s got a tough-girl image that wouldn’t be
out of place in a gang. When Taira Namito finds
himself sitting next to her in his high school
class, he’s immediately afraid of her. But as it
turns out, Furi’s rough-and-tumble exterior
hides a wholesome, totally cute person underneath-and she’s got the hots for Taira. (Not that
he has any idea, of course.) One misunderstanding leads to another in this romantic
comedy about a clueless dude and the adorable, slightly terrifying affections of the tough
girl by his side!

The exciting cyberpunk series from two
manga legends: Shirow Masamune and
Rikudou Koushi!
The planet is in a constant state of tumult.
Rival countries vie for power and resources
while racing to create the latest technological
breakthroughs; robots and cyborgs have
become commonplace. What hope is left for a
jaded humanity in an age of advances in
cybernetics and artificial intelligence? Enter
two cyborg girls outfitted with insurmountable
combat capabilities. This is their story.
Explore More

Explore More
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Plus-Sized Elf Vol. 8

Pompo: The Cinephile Vol. 3

Written by SYNECDOCHE

Written by SHOGO SUGITANI

The story of an elf struggling to lose weight—
after she discovered human French fries!

Film set chaos, creative slumps, and nervous
amateur actors—this critically acclaimed manga
series about the passion (and pitfalls) that goes
into making films is now an animated film itself!

Naoe-kun, a massage therapist, is about to
head home for the day when he’s saddled with a
rather strange patient. This lovely lady has
emerald eyes, pointy ears, and grew up in the
forest-everything about her screams “elf,”
except for one thing: her bodacious body. It
turns out she left her world but loves junk food
in this one, and now her obsession has caught
up with her. Can Naoe-kun help this lovable elf
girl lose the weight-and keep it off?
Explore More

Gene Fini, a production assistant and film
fanatic in the movie capital Nyallywood, has
been working on popcorn films with the
baby-faced movie producer Joelle Davidovich
“Pompo” Pomponette. One day, Gene finds a
script written by Pompo and is blown away.
When he says it deserves to be made, Pompo
challenges him to do it himself—and now Gene
is officially directing his first feature film! The
hours are long and the challenges are endless,
but Gene’s passion for movies will fuel him
through the gauntlet of making his own.
Explore More
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Reborn as a Barrier Master
(Manga) Vol. 3
Written by KATAOKA NAOTARO;
Illustrated by SOUICHI;
Contributions by SHIZUKI HITOMI

An isekai fantasy about becoming a
legendary guardian!
Barrier Masters: wielders of a rare and powerful
guardian magic, entrusted with the lives of
those under their protection. When his life on
Earth ends, Lynos is fortunate to be reborn and
to inherit this special gift. What’s less fortunate
is that he’s been reborn as a child, and slated
for sale as a slave. Narrowly avoiding a dire fate,
he is taken as a servant by a prosperous noble
family, where he is trained to become the guardian of its reigning members. Step by step, one
trial after another, Lynos prepares for a life of
adventure as a Barrier Master!

ROLL OVER AND DIE: I Will Fight
for an Ordinary Life with My Love
and Cursed Swo rd! (Manga) Vol. 3
Written by KIKI;
Illustrated by MINAKATA SUNAO

A dark and bloody manga series about two
women fighting fate and finding love in each
other-and don’t miss the original light novels!
To vanquish the increasingly powerful Demon
Lord, divine revelation ordained a party of
heroes, each blessed with a unique power. That
spelled trouble for Flum Apricot, a total weakling of a girl who has no idea what her power of
“Reversal” even does. Flum thinks all hope is
lost-until she gets her hand on a massive,
cursed sword. Both she and her new companion
Milkit are about to experience a huge “Reversal”
of their fate!
Explore More
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Sakurai-san Wants to
Be Noticed Vol. 3
Written by SORA AKINO

A high school romcom with laughs and fanservice featuring a flirty girl and a clueless guy!
Makoto is a laidback teen who just wants to
keep his head down and get through high
school. His busty best friend Sakurai, however,
is constantly pulling him into one shenanigan
after another! Not only that, but she’s always
teasing him in provocative ways. Sure, Makoto’s
noticed that his friend has gotten super flirty,
but that doesn’t mean she “likes” him,
right? Right?

semelparous Vol. 4
Written by JUN OGINO

Within a walled city that separates our world
from the kaiju trying to destroy it, humanity
fights for survival in this intense new yuri series.
Ever since they were young girls, best friends
Yorino and Haruka have been training to join
the ranks of the Bulwarks-soldiers who defend
humanity from the kaiju trying to break through.
But when Haruka is killed during a routine drill,
Yorino’s world is shattered. Will she ever be able
to open her heart to another? Strap in for
intense, apocalyptic romance!
Explore More
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She Professed Herself Pupil of
the Wise Man (Manga) Vol. 7
Written by RYUSEN HIROTSUGU;
Illustrated by DICCA*SUEMITSU;
Contributions by FUZICHOCO

The isekai fantasy tale of a young man sucked
into another world, where he must roleplay an
old man in a young woman’s body—which is
now an anime from Funimation! (And don’t miss
the original light novels.)
Sakamori Kagami has awakened in the world of
Ark Earth Online, a game he plays religiously.
The catch? Instead of his normal avatar-an old,
bearded sorcerer-he finds himself in the body
of a girl! Now he must convince the people of
this world that he-she-is a pupil of the legendary wise man who vanished without a trace
thirty years ago.

SHWD Vol. 2
Written by SONO.N

A slick and action-packed yuri tale about
two special agent women fighting
supernatural horrors!
The year is 20XX. Tough but idealistic Koga has
just joined the Tokyo branch of SHWD, the
Special Hazardous Waste Disposal unit
responsible for eradicating mysterious biological weapons that were left behind after the
great war. Her mentor is Sawada, a woman with
a powerful psyche who complements Koga’s
physical prowess. Something is sizzling
between the two of them, and it’s more than just
a shared mission. Together, these two badass
women must team up to confront horrors
beyond their wildest nightmares.
Explore More
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Skeleton Knight in
Another World (Manga) Vol. 9
Written by ENNKI HAKARI;
Illustrated by SAWANO AKIRA;
Contributions by KEG

ARC UNLEASHED!
Our intrepid skeleton knight goes head-to-head
with an undead army...alone! Will his skills be
enough to defeat these creatures and the evil
Cardinal Palurumo? And can his comradesin-arms protect the citizens of Saureah in the
meantime? Fearsome foes await in this
intense installment!

Sorry For My Familiar Vol. 10
Written by TEKKA YAGURABA

A quirky comedy about a young demoness
and her human familiar!
When the demon girl Patty finds she’s too weak
to summon an animal familiar, she chooses an
old man named Norman to be her companion
instead. Norman has a quirky appreciation for
life in all its many forms and is quite the
unconventional familiar for a demon like Patty.
Together, they embark on an adventure driven
by their shared weirdness!
Explore More
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Succubus and Hitman Vol. 3
Written by MAKOTO FUKAMI;
Illustrated by TOKIYA SEIGO

From the creative team behind Magical Girl
Spec-Ops Asuka! In this dark action series, one
man’s quest for revenge is about to raise hell.
High schooler Gamou Shouya is a dead
man-sort of. The real Gamou Shouya is long
gone, but his body lives on, inhabited by the
soul of a boy who made a pact with the succubus Armelina. In exchange for his services as
her personal hitman, Armelina is helping him
hunt down the people who brutally murdered
him and his family. The path ahead is dark and
deadly, Shouya’s got nothing left to lose...not
even his soul.

The Country Without
Humans Vol. 3
Written by IWATOBINEKO

A hauntingly beautiful tale about the last
human in a mechanical world.
Shii is the only human left in a city inhabited by
nothing but machines. As she flees through the
eerie streets, hunted by the sinister Triangle
Head, she encounters a golem named Bulb.
Can Shii survive long enough to form a friendship with this strange creature—and perhaps
even change the world?
Explore More
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The Duke of Death
and His Maid Vol. 4

The Evil Secret Society
of Cats Vol. 2

Written by KOHARU INOUE

Written by PANDANIA

The manga that inspired the anime: a gothic
romcom between a cursed duke and his
flirty maid!

A hilarious, full-color manga about scheming
cats from the creator of Yokai Cats!

When the duke was a young boy, a witch made it
so that any living thing he touched died. Unable
to cope with such a cursed child, his family sent
him away to live in an old mansion. Now a
young man, his only companions are an elderly
butler and his childhood friend, a buxom,
blonde maid named Alice. Can the two figure
out a way to break the witch’s spell?
Explore More

”Let us teach the humans about the horror of
cats!” They may seem cute and cuddly (okay,
they definitely are), but this secret society of
cats is up to no good! Under the direction of the
purple-caped General, The Evil Secret Society of
Cats schemes against humanity in a series of
hilarious plots as adorable as they are diabolical. Can these cats effectively terrorize the
humans, or are they doomed to be petted rather
than feared? Don’t miss this full-color manga
tale of sweet but sinister shenanigans!
Explore More
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The Idaten Deities
Know Only Peace Vol. 4

The Masterful Cat Is
Depressed Again Today Vol. 5

Written by AMAHARA;
Illustrated by COOLKYOUSINNJYA

Written by HITSUJI YAMADA

Based on the original webcomic from Amahara
(Interspecies Reviewers), this edgy fantasy
manga with new art from coolkyousinnjya (Miss
Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid) has been adapted
into an anime!
It’s been eight hundred years since the powerful
Idaten deities sealed away the demons who
plagued humanity. To the foul-mouthed Hayato,
a young deity, the story is mostly a myth. But
when the seal on the demons breaks, it’s up to
Hayato and his oddball compatriots to come to
humanity’s rescue! Can these misfit gods who
know nothing of war rise to the challenge, or is a
demon threat too much to handle?

NEW YEAR, SAME CAT!
Saku is looking forward to spending her New
Year’s holiday vegging out and eating Yukichi’s
delicious home cooking, but that plan goes out
the window when her mom calls, demanding
that Saku come visit! Saku doesn’t want to leave
Yukichi home alone, so she decides to bring him
with her! But how will she hide her giant cat
from her parents?!
Explore More
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The NPCs in this Village Sim Game
Must Be Real! (Manga) Vol. 4

The Saint’s Magic Power is
Omnipotent (Manga) Vol. 7

Written by HIRUKUMA;
Illustrated by MORITA KAZUHIKO;
Contributions by NAMAKO

Written by YUKA TACHIBANA;
Illustrated by FUJIAZUKI;
Contributions by YASUYUKI SYURI

By the creator of Reborn as a Vending Machine,
I Now Wander the Dungeon: can the strangely
realistic characters in a mysterious video game
bring meaning to one man’s life...and help him
reconnect? Don’t miss the original light novels!

A charming isekai tale about a woman’s magical
entrepreneurship in a fantasy world-which is
now an anime!

Yoshio is a thirty-year-old shut-in with no job
and no prospects, still living at home after all
these years. His mundane life is suddenly
interrupted when he receives a copy of “The
Village of Fate,” an experimental game with
graphics and A.I. like nothing he’s ever
seen before.
Yoshio begins to discover the brightness that
had been missing from his own existence.
Explore More

Living the workaholic life in her mid-20s, Sei
never expected she’d be summoned to another
world, let alone obtain the power of a living
Saint. While the kingdom desperately needs a
hero, it turns out Sei was just the backup option.
Left alone, she explores her newfound powers
at the royal Research Institute, unraveling the
mysteries of magic potions. As she helps the
sick and the dying, her talents reveal themselves. Might Sei be the Saint this world needs
after all?
Explore More
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Mature Title

The Titan’s Bride Vol. 2

Yakuza Reincarnation Vol. 3

Written by ITKZ

Written by HIROKI MIYASHITA;
Illustrated by NATSUHARA TAKESHI

In this Mature-rated Boys’ Love fantasy isekai
that inspired an anime, there’s nothing small
about the love between a human and a
titan prince!
Mizuki Kouichi is about to take his final exams
and graduate when he finds himself transported to a fantasy world- a kingdom of titans! The
country’s beautiful denizens are almost twice
the size of Kouichi. To his surprise, one of the
giants, Prince Caius, claims Kouichi as his bride!
What starts as big trouble for Kouichi turns into
a grand romantic adventure when he finds out
that Caius truly has a lot of love to give.

ALL GUARDS ARE BASTARDS
At the outlaw-infested city of Daniemi, Ryu
meets Carlo, a former member of the trade
metropolis’s now-corrupt cops. Carlo’s beloved
Capo was murdered by a foul and craven lot,
and Ryu agrees to help Carlo avenge him-only
to get wrapped up in the conspiracy of the
bigwigs who rule the town!
Explore More
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Yokai Cats Vol. 2
Written by PANDANIA

A fun and full-color comic about mischievous
supernatural cats from the creator of The Evil
Secret Society of Cats (also from Seven Seas)!
What if your pet cats were actually supernatural
creatures known as yokai? With a neck that can
stretch to steal food off the counter, or the
ability to turn into a huge wall that blocks your
way, these yokai cats are even more adorable
and mischievous than typical felines! Get ready
to be surprised and delighted by these “spirited”
cats in a manga series the whole family
can enjoy.
Explore More

You Like Me, Not My Daughter?!
Vol. 2 (Manga)
Written by KOTA NOZOMI;
Illustrated by AZUMA TESSHIN;
Contributions by GIUNIU

A beautiful mother, a pining tutor, and romantic
hijinks await in this hot mom romcom!
When Ayako’s sister died, leaving her daughter
all alone, Ayako stepped up and took the child
into her life. Ayako teases her about Takumi,
their handsome and college-aged neighbor,
who’s been tutoring since she was young—could
they be a blossoming couple, since he’s always
beaming when he comes over? To Ayako’s
surprise, Takumi isn’t interested: he has a crush
on Ayako herself! In this age gap romantic
comedy, one young man is ready to bring a
little sugar to the sexy mom next door.
Explore More
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A Tale of the Secret Saint
(Light Novel) Vol. 4

Accomplishments of the Duke’s
Daughter (Light Novel) Vol. 6

Written by TOUYA; Illustrated by CHIBI

Written by REIA; Illustrated by FUTABA HAZUKI

Fia always dreamed of becoming a knight.
When the day comes for her to slay a small
demon and prove her worth, she ends up face
to face with a dragon instead! A deadly injury
makes her life flash before her eyes...and she
suddenly remembers her former life, when she
was a powerful Saint in a bygone era who
defeated the Demon King. Now that the magic
from her previous life has been rekindled, she
may become a more powerful knight than
she ever dreamed-if only she can survive
long enough!

THE FLOWER AND HER BLADE

Explore More

Duchess Merellis Armelia, mother of Iris Armelia,
is the Flower of High Society, a gorgeous
woman known for her unmatched skills on the
social battlefield. Now begins the untold tale of
her girlhood, during which she wielded not her
charms but her blade. Introduced to the ways of
the sword by her father after losing her mother
to a violent bandit attack, Merellis quickly
showed great promise. But in the kingdom of
Tasmeria, women are barred from the knighthood. How can she remain true to herself and
still protect the people of her beloved home?
Explore More
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Accomplishments of the Duke’s
Daughter (Light Novel) Vol. 7

Adachi and Shimamura
(Light Novel) Vol. 10

Written by REIA; Illustrated by FUTABA HAZUKI

Written by HITOMA IRUMA;
Illustrated by NON and RAEMZ

The original shoujo/josei isekai story that
inspired the popular manga-also published by
Seven Seas!
Iris Almeria, the daughter of a powerful duke, is
arrested and forced to her knees in front of her
fiancee. Her betrothed, Prince Edward, is
rejecting her for another woman! As Iris’s life
flashes before her eyes, she suddenly realizes
she knows exactly what is coming next-because
she has been reincarnated into her favorite
otome game as its villainess. Quick thinking
saves her from exile, but Iris can’t rest yet. If she
wants to survive this world, she’ll have to
change the world itself.
Explore More

The yuri light novels about a sweet romance
between high school girls—now an anime series!
Adachi and Shimamura, two young women who
attend the same high school, are inseparable
friends. Whether playing table tennis, chatting
about favorite TV shows, or just relaxing
together, they’re happy to share their days.
When Adachi’s friendship turns into romantic
attraction, the relationship begins to change,
one day at a time. This beloved yuri series has
been charming audiences in Japan for years,
and now, for the first time ever, read the original
Adachi and Shimamura light novels in English.
Explore More
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Free Life Fantasy Online: Immortal
Princess (Light Novel) Vol. 3

I’m in Love with the Villainess
(Light Novel) Vol. 5

Written by AKISUZU NENOHI;
Illustrated by SHERRY

Written by INORI; Illustrated by HANAGATA

Tsukishiro Kotone doesn’t consider herself
much of a gamer. That is, until she’s introduced
to the virtual reality game “Free Life Fantasy
Online,” also known as FLFO, by her game-savvy sister. In FLFO, Kotone decides to become a
Zombie. Why not, right? When Kotone embarks
on her first quest in the darkness of the catacombs, controlling a fascinating undead body,
little does she know that this game is about to
become a huge part of her real life. Join the
virtual adventure in this gaming tale about an
online world like no other!

THE LOVE THAT CHANGED EVERYTHING
Rae and Claire saved the world for each other.
Now they must fight to keep it. As they lead the
united forces of their kingdom and its neighbors against the demon threat, they begin to
uncover strange and unsettling secrets. The
hidden truth of the world has devastating
implications not only for the lives of everyone
they hold dear, but their very selves. The thrilling
conclusion of the second arc!
FINAL VOLUME
Explore More
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Irina: The Vampire Cosmonaut
(Light Novel) Vol. 3

Mushoku Tensei: Jobless
Reincarnation (Light Novel) Vol. 20

Written by KEISUKE MAKINO;
Illustrated by KAREI

Written by RIFUJIN NA MAGONOTE;
Illustrated by SHIROTAKA

Two cosmonaut hopefuls—one with fangs and
one without—reach for the stars in this critically
acclaimed supernatural science fiction tale.
Inspired the anime streaming on Funimation!

Death is only the beginning in this epic and
influential fantasy light novel series that
spawned a manga adaptation and a manga
spin-off: Mushoku Tensei: Roxy Gets Serious.

A fierce space race between two global superpowers gives rise to the Nosferatu Project, a
top-secret plan to train up some unusual
cosmonauts-vampires! When Lev Leps, a
human soldier, is ordered to supervise vampire
test subject Irina Luminesk, the unlikely pair
bonds over their shared dream of reaching the
stars. Together, can the human and vampire
duo rise above the chaos and corruption down
on Earth and blast off into the final frontier?

Kicked out by his family and wandering the
streets, an unemployed 34-year-old shut-in
thinks he’s hit rock-bottom-just as he’s hit and
killed by a speeding truck! Awakening to find
himself reborn as an infant in a world of swords
and sorcery, but with the memories of his first
life intact, Rudeus Greyrat is determined not to
repeat his past mistakes. He sets off on the
adventure of a second lifetime!
Explore More
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She Professed Herself Pupil of the
Wise Man (Light Novel) Vol. 6

The Case Files of Jeweler Richard
(Light Novel) Vol. 1

Written by RYUSEN HIROTSUGU;
Illustrated by FUZICHOCO

Written by NANAKO TSUJIMURA;
Illustrated by UTAKO YUKIHIRO

The isekai fantasy tale of a young man sucked
into another world, where he must roleplay an
old man in a young woman’s body—which is
now an anime from Funimation! (And don’t miss
the manga adaptation, also from Seven Seas!)

This highly acclaimed mystery tale about a
young man teaming up with a handsome
jewelry appraiser inspired a popular anime-and
a manga adaptation (also from Seven Seas)!

Sakamori Kagami was one of the top players in
the VRMMO Ark Earth Online as Danblf, a
veteran summoner with the gravitas to match
his elite status. When he falls asleep playing
one day, he’s transported to a world where the
game is reality—but instead of his all-powerful
avatar, he’s stuck in the body of a cute
young girl!
Explore More

Richard Ranasinghe de Vulpian is a brilliant and
enigmatic British jewelry appraiser. Seigi Nakata
is a young college student. Their worlds are as
different as can be, but when a chance encounter leads Seigi to hire Richard to appraise a
family heirloom, it sparks a partnership that
goes well beyond that one job. Together, the
duo investigate jewelry-related cases and
solve mysteries.
Explore More
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The Case Files of Jeweler Richard
(Light Novel) Vol. 3
Written by NANAKO TSUJIMURA;
Illustrated by YUKIHIRO UTAKO

This highly acclaimed mystery tale about a
young man teaming up with a handsome
jewelry appraiser inspired a popular anime—and
a manga adaptation (also from Seven Seas)!
When Seigi Nakata rescued a handsome young
jewelry appraiser from a group of drunken
assailants, he got more than he bargained for!
The appraiser is Richard Ranasinghe de
Vulpian, a brilliant and mysterious British
jewelry expert. Seigi hires him to appraise a
family heirloom...and that is just the beginning.
Together, they unlock the secret messages
hidden in the hearts of precious stones-and
those who possess them.
Explore More

Light Novel

The Haunted Bookstore?
Gateway to a Parallel Universe
(Light Novel) Vol. 5
Written by SHINOBUMARU;
Illustrated by MUNASHICHI

An atmospheric fantasy series for bibliophiles
and fans of Japanese ghost stories! (And don’t
miss the manga adaptation.)
Kaori lives in an otherworldly bookstore with her
adoptive father. Together, they provide books to
the strange denizens of the spirit realm. But
Kaori’s peaceful days come to an end when she
rescues an injured boy from the streets-a
human, like her, from the mortal realm. The
boy’s name is Suimei, and he’s an exorcist, the
natural enemy of all spirits. Can Kaori convince
Suimei that the line between human and spirit
is far hazier than he thinks? A touching supernatural tale!
Explore More
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The Weakest Tamer
Began a Journey to Pick Up Trash
(Light Novel) Vol. 2
Written by HONOBONORU500;
Illustrated by NAMA

A heartwarming fantasy isekai tale about a girl
who embarks on a journey with her new
friend—a humble slime.
Young Ivy can’t catch a break. Though she has a
few memories of her past life, she was reborn
into an RPG-like world in the weakest class, and
worse, as the weakest rank. She learns to live off
the land and salvage what she can from other
people’s leavings. But when Ivy manages to
tame Sora, a lowly slime, everything changes for
both of them.
Explore More

Hi Score Girl 10
Written by RENSUKE OSHIKIRI

Hi Score Girl, Rensuke Oshikiri’s love letter to
arcade gaming, finally comes to print! Read
the manga that inspired the Netflix Original
anime series!
It took countless Sonic Booms, Spinning
Piledrivers, and heart-thumping moments
behind game cabinets, but the tale of Haruo
and Akira at last approaches the final stage!
Will the pair be able to overcome the last bosses
that remain an obstacle to their youthful
affection-each other?! As they face off one last
time, the dynamic duo looks to the future with
determination in their hearts...
Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-1-63858-416-2

978-1-64609-025-9

AIRSHIP

SQUARE ENIX MANGA

$14.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 7/8 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 1/3/23 • FOC Date: 8/8/22

$14.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 3/4 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 12/27/22 • FOC Date: 8/1/22
Recommended Ages: 13 and up
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My Isekai Life 04

Otherside Picnic 03 (Manga)

I Gained a Second Character Class and
Became the Strongest Sage in the World!

Written by IORI MIYAZAWA;
Illustrated by EITA MIZUNO;
Designed by SHIRAKABA

Written by SHINKOSHOTO;
Illustrated by PONJEA (FRIENDLY LAND);
Designed by HUUKA KAZABANA

In this manga adaptation of the popular web
novel series, an overworked wage slave finds
himself transported to a fantasy world where
he quickly becomes the strongest sage in the
world...thanks to the help of an army of
tamed slimes!
Now the world’s most powerful Sage, Yuji has
joined up with an adventurer’s guild and makes
quick work of wowing his new allies. And when
a dragon arrives to shake the organization to
its very foundations, it’s up to Yuji to lead
the charge.
Can the Sage best a legendary dragon?!
Explore More

In this sci-fi/fantasy survival thriller, the dangerous and deadly realm of the Otherside—where
urban legends roam—calls to two women, both
in search of something. As they set out to sate
their curiosity and explore this other world, will
the most earth-shattering thing they discover
on the Otherside be their feelings for each
other?
The hunt for Satsuki continues, but Sorawo
begins to have second thoughts in the face
of Toriko’s heedless urgency, leading to a
heated argument...
Unable to locate Toriko, Sorawo must put her
feelings about Satsuki aside and enlist Kozakura in the search for her missing friend...
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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978-1-64609-100-3

978-1-64609-108-9

SQUARE ENIX MANGA

SQUARE ENIX MANGA

$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 1/8
On Sale: 12/13/22 • FOC Date: 8/1/22
Recommended Ages: 13 and up

$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 1/8
On Sale: 12/27/22 • FOC Date: 8/1/22
Recommended Ages: 16 and up
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Manga

Soul Eater: The Perfect Edition 08

Soul Eater: The Perfect Edition 11

ATSUSHI OHKUBO

ATSUSHI OHKUBO

Experience the quirky, action-packed adventures of Maka and Soul Eater like never before,
with this all-new, deluxe collector’s edition to
celebrate Atsushi Ohkubo’s global hit!!

Experience the quirky, action-packed adventures of Maka and Soul Eater like never before,
with this all-new, deluxe collector’s edition to
celebrate Atsushi Ohkubo’s global hit!!

Maka must endure the Clown’s gruesome
illusions that seek to torment her. Will Soul be
able to once again break through the madness
and give Maka the courage she needs to
overcome the enemy?!

Meisters and their Weapons takes on a whole new
look in the gorgeous Soul Eater: Perfect Edition,
in a unique larger format on high-end paper
stock that maximizes the series’ dynamic art!

Each volume of this deluxe omnibus edition
of the megahit manga includes:

Each volume of this deluxe omnibus edition
of the megahit manga includes:
•

The content of approximately
1 1/2 original volumes!

The content of approximately
1 1/2 original volumes!

•

•

The original color pages from the manga’s
Japanese serialization!

The original color pages from the manga’s
Japanese serialization!

•

An updated translation and lettering!

•

An updated translation and lettering!

•

•

Brand-new cover art drawn by creator
Atsushi Ohkubo himself!

Brand-new cover art drawn by creator
Atsushi Ohkubo himself!

•

Explore More

Explore More
Covers may not be final

978-1-64609-008-2

978-1-64609-011-2

SQUARE ENIX MANGA

SQUARE ENIX MANGA

22.99 • Hardcover • 5 3/4 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 9/6/22 • FOC Date: 8/8/22
Recommended Ages: 16 and up

22.99 • Hardcover • 5 3/4 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 7/25/23 • FOC Date: 8/1/22
Recommended Ages: 16 and up
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The Apothecary Diaries 07
(Manga)
Written by NATSU HYUUGA;
Illustrated by NEKOKURAGE;
Compiled by ITSUKI NANAO

After breaking a “curse” on the imperial heirs, a
palace servant with training in herbal medicine
is promoted up the ranks to food taster...and
right into the thick of palace intrigue in this
lushly illustrated historical mystery series!
Maomao succeeds in saving Jinshi from a
horrific fate, proving herself indispensable to
the palace once more!
But while she is given the chance to explain
herself, Maomao has yet to learn that the
treachery of the plot she has uncovered is
woven deep into the fabric of the very palace
in which she serves!
Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-1-64609-120-1
SQUARE ENIX MANGA
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 1/8
On Sale: 12/13/22 • FOC Date: 8/1/22
Recommended Ages: 13 and up
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Anatomy of Comics
Famous Originals of Narrative Art
Written by DAMIEN MACDONALD

A critical reference, this book is a celebration of
the characters who have accompanied readers
from their first forays into reading through
adolescence, and on into adulthood—from
Tarzan to Tintin, Little Nemo to Betty Boop, the
Fantastic Four to Batman, the Silver Surfer to
Sin City, or the underground comics of Robert
Crumb. A motley crew of characters—spandexwrapped heroes with impossible muscles,
hard-boiled detectives in soft hats, emancipated
vamps, space-opera acrobats in chain-mail
underpants, zombies, and scrawny underground
freaks—span all genres of this international art
form. Featuring important American and
European artists, this broad retrospective
decodes the symbolism and artistry of a richly
creative form of reading pleasure.

Disney Pixar Character
Encyclopedia Updated
and Expanded
Written by SHARI LAST

Blast into outer space with Buzz Lightyear, take
a road trip with Lightning McQueen, and just
keep swimming with Nemo and Dory.
Enter the magical world of Pixar and learn all
about your favorite characters—playful toys,
brave bugs, big red pandas, sea monsters,
and so much more!
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-2-08-028187-6

978-0-7440-6091-1

FLAMMARION

DK CHILDREN

$40.00 • Trade Paperback • 6 1/4 x 8 3/4
On Sale: 9/6/22 • FOC Date: 8/8/22

$19.99 • Hardcover • 7 3/16 x 9 3/16
On Sale: 9/6/22 • FOC Date: 8/8/22
Recommended Ages: 7-9 years
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Marvel Black Panther
Wakanda Atlas
Written by EVAN NARCISSE

Newly commissioned, intricate
maps, artwork, and essays
bringing the world of Wakanda
to life as never seen before.
Uncover the mysteries of
Black Panther’s Wakanda.
Explore Wakanda like never
before and see key locations
from Black Panther comics,
such as Birnin Zana, the
Golden City, the Great Mound
and the Necropolis. Detailed
maps and captivating imagery
reveal everything from the
breathtaking waterfalls and
jungles to technologically
advanced laboratories, royal
palaces, and the meteorite
site that became the nation’s
secret source of Vibranium.
Read key insights about the

Black Panther: Wakanda Forever
hits theaters this Fall!

importance of these locations
for T’Challa, Shuri, the Dora
Milaje, the Avengers,
and beyond.
With detailed maps, including
key battlegrounds and timelines, this collection of intricate
artworks and authoritative
essays, produced in full
collaboration with Marvel,
is a book to treasure.

Cover may not be final

978-0-7440-5030-1
DK
$30.00 • Hardcover • 9 1/4 x 11 1/16
On Sale: 9/6/22 • FOC Date: 8/8/22
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Games & Gift
INTERIOR SPRE ADS FROM

Marvel Black Panther Wakanda Atlas
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E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial
(Funko Pop!)

Written by ARIE KAPLAN;
Illustrated by CHRIS FENNELL

Just in time for the 40th Anniversary of the
beloved movie, you can take this adorable
Funko Pop! Little Golden Book retelling of
E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial home with you!
Follow the adventures of E.T. and his friend Elliot
in this delightful retelling of the classic movie
that celebrates E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial’s 40th
Anniversary! Illustrated in the quirky and
loveable Funko POP! art style, kids 2 to 5-and
their parents-will love this love this light-hearted reimagining of one of the greatest, most
cherished films of all time as a collectable
Little Golden Book!
Explore More

How to Be More Shrek
An Ogre’s Guide to Life
Written by NBC UNIVERSAL

An illustrated guide to embracing your inner
ogre and living your truth, mud, farts, and all.
”There’s a lot more to ogres than people think.
Ogres are like onions. Onions have layers.
Ogres have layers.” -Shrek
With bite-sized advice that feels attainable
rather than exhausting, How to Be More Shrek
will teach you how to set boundaries, peel back
your layers, learn to love your inner (and outer)
ogre, fill your swamp with all the right fairytale
creatures, and make your own happily ever after.
This hilarious book will empower you to have
your eyeball jelly on toast and eat it too.
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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978-0-593-48300-8

978-0-593-23406-8

GOLDEN BOOKS

CLARKSON POTTER

$5.99 • Hardcover • 6 5/8 x 8
On Sale: 9/6/22 • FOC Date: 8/8/22
Recommended Ages: 2-5 years

$12.99 • Hardcover • 5 x 7
On Sale: 9/13/22 • FOC Date: 8/15/22
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LEGO Harry Potter A Spellbinding
Guide to Hogwarts Houses

LEGO Jurassic World
5-Minute Stories Collection

With Exclusive Percy Weasley Minifigure

(LEGO Jurassic World)

Written by JULIA MARCH

Written by RANDOM HOUSE;
Illustrated by RANDOM HOUSE

Delve into the world of the four Hogwarts school
houses - Gryffindor, Slytherin, Hufflepuff, and
Ravenclaw - in this enchanting guide featuring
recent LEGO Harry Potter sets and minifigures.
Learn all about the Sorting Ceremony, when
each young witch and wizard is put in the house
they naturally belong to.
Find out about the four founders of Hogwarts
and the personality traits associated with each
house’s students. From Ron Weasley to Draco
Malfoy, learn which house your favorite LEGO
Harry Potter minifigures are in, and discover
fun facts about students, teachers, creatures,
and locations.
Explore More

This all-new hardcover collection features nine
LEGO Jurassic World stories that can each be
read aloud in about five minutes.
With a sturdy padded cover, this LEGO Jurassic
World Lego 5-Minute Stories collection makes
wrangling dinosaurs with Owen Grady fun! Boys
and girls ages 3 to 7 will love this collection of
nine stories that are packed with action and
humor—and feature T. rex, Blue the velociraptor,
and all their other favorite Lego Jurassic World
dinosaurs. Each story can be read in about five
minutes or less, so it’s perfect for bedtime—
or anytime!
Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-0-7440-5468-2

978-0-593-37939-4

DK CHILDREN

RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS

$19.99 • Non-Traditional Format • 7 1/2 x 8 15/16
On Sale: 9/13/22 • FOC Date: 8/15/22
Recommended Ages: 7-9 years

$14.99 • Hardcover • 7 3/4 x 10 1/2
On Sale: 9/6/22 • FOC Date: 8/8/22
Recommended Ages: 3-7 years
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Minecraft: Guide to Survival
(Updated)

Spider-Man:
Web-Slinger, Hero, Icon

Written by MOJANG AB

Written by RICH JOHNSON

The definitive, fully illustrated guide to survival
in Minecraft is now completely revamped with
100% new information for the latest version of
the game. Learn how to survive and thrive in
Minecraft’s most popular mode!

Spider-Man has been one of the most recognizable pop-culture characters of twentieth- and
twenty-first-century Americana. Spider-Man:
Web-Slinger, Hero, Icon explores the phenomenon of one of Marvel Comics’ most popular
super heroes and his appearance in the most
memorable and influential comic book stories.
Longtime comic-industry insider Rich Johnson
examines the character using more than three
hundred Spider-Man illustrations, including
covers, interior comic art, variant covers, sketch
treatments, and Marvel Studios film concept
art. Beginning with Spidey’s first appearance in
comics in the early 1960s to present-day
treatments of the character, Spider-Man:
Web-Slinger, Hero, Icon will thrill new and mega
comic book fans and Marvel collectors alike.

The mysterious world of Minecraft is just
waiting to be explored. But danger lurks around
every corner and survival can prove difficult for
even the bravest adventurer.
Learn how to find resources, craft equipment,
and protect yourself. Discover which biomes to
avoid when starting out, how to build a mobproof shelter, where to look for naturally
generated structures laden with loot, and so
much more.
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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978-0-593-15811-1

978-0-7893-3779-5

DEL REY

UNIVERSE

$12.99 • Hardcover • 5 13/16 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 9/6/22 • FOC Date: 8/8/22
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years

$50.00 • Hardcover • 8 1/2 x 11
On Sale: 9/13/22 • FOC Date: 8/15/22
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Star Trek: My First Book of Colors

Star Trek: My First Book of Space

Written by ROBB PEARLMAN;
Illustrated by JASON KAYSER

Written by ERIN MACDONALD;
Illustrated by JASON KAYSER

Now, the youngest Trekkie can explore strange
new worlds and see the universe through the
eyes of a Starfleet cadet. Enjoy illustrations of a
SHINY SILVER space station, a GORN GREEN
captain wearing a GOLD lame tunic and
BROWN gauntlets, and of course Starfleet
officers wearing BLUE, YELLOW, and RED
shirts! And because this pop culture primer is
filled with more visual Easter Eggs and jokes
than there are tribbles, it makes the perfect
gift for the adult collector, too!

Illustrations of some of Star Trek’s most iconic
space-faring vessels, including the Enterprise,
Voyager, Deep Space Nine, a Klingon Bird of
Prey, and the Kataan probe are paired with real
photographs of an asteroid, the planets, Pluto,
the Sun, and even a nebula! And because this
pop culture primer is filled with more visual
Easter Eggs and jokes than there are stars,
it makes the perfect gift for the adult
collector, too!

When enjoyed along with Star Trek: My First
Book of Space, Star Trek: My First Book of
Colors offers readers and fans of all ages an
age-appropriate, entertaining, and energizing
first contact with a comprehensive STEAM
(Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts,
and Math) education.

When enjoyed along with Star Trek: My First
Book of Colors, Star Trek: My First Book of
Space offers readers and fans of all ages an
age-appropriate, entertaining, and energizing
first contact with a comprehensive STEAM
(Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts,
and Math) education.
Explore More

Explore More
Covers may not be final

978-1-63774-164-1

978-1-63774-166-5

SMART POP

SMART POP

$11.99 • Board • 8 x 8
On Sale: 9/6/22 • FOC Date: 8/8/22
Recommended Ages: 0-2 years

$11.99 • Board • 8 x 8
On Sale: 9/6/22 • FOC Date: 8/8/22
Recommended Ages: 0-2 years
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The Legendary Lizzo
500-Piece Jigsaw Puzzle
Illustrated by STEPHANIE SPARTELS

This jigsaw puzzle is a love letter to Lizzo, the
queen of self-affirmation, soulful pop bangers,
and, of course, the red carpet. Lizzo’s story is
one of tireless persistence in an industry and
media landscape where she was often made
to feel like she didn’t belong.
All the while, Lizzo has maintained her brand of
I-don’t-give-a-f*ck sincerity that many of us
now aspire to. How many other artists can claim
to have twerked on stages around the world
with their partner in crime, Sasha the flute?
Featuring a collage of the iconic duo, this jigsaw
puzzle shines (and lets us all shine too).
Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-1-922417-76-3
SMITH STREET GIFT
$16.95 • Non-Traditional Format • 24 x 18
On Sale: 9/6/22 • FOC Date: 8/8/22
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FOC Checklist
August 1st
Godzilla Vs. The Mighty Morphin Power Rangers
#5 Variant A (Williams II) 82771403038900511
Hi Score Girl 10 9781646090259
My Isekai Life 04 9781646091003
Otherside Picnic 03 (Manga) 9781646091089

Catwoman Vol. 1 9781779517289
Catwoman: Lonely City 9781779516367
Chillin’ in Another World with Level 2 Super Cheat
Powers (Manga) Vol. 5 9781638588870
COLORLESS Vol. 3 9781638586852
Coven 9780593112182
Dark Spaces: Wildfire #3 Variant A (Sherman)

Soul Eater: The Perfect Edition 11 9781646090112

82771403066200311

Star Trek #400 Variant A (De Martinis)
82771403085300111

Death of Superman 30th Anniversary Deluxe
Edition 9781779516978

Star Trek: The Mirror War Troi #1 Variant A
(Levens) 82771403087700111

Disney Pixar Character Encyclopedia Updated
and Expanded 9780744060911

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Armageddon
Game #1: Variant A (Federici) 82771403078500111

Drugstore in Another World: The Slow Life of a
Cheat Pharmacist (Manga) Vol. 6 9781638588894

The Apothecary Diaries 07 (Manga)
9781646091201

DUNGEON DIVE: Aim for the Deepest Level
(Manga) Vol. 4 9781638586012

Transformers: Best of Bumblebee #one-shot
Variant A (Biggie) 82771403098300111

Dungeon Toilet Vol. 3 9781648273278

August 8th
A Certain Scientific Railgun Vol. 17 9781648275746
A Tale of the Secret Saint (Light Novel) Vol. 4
9781638583363

E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial (Funko Pop!)
9780593483008

EDENS ZERO 20 9781646515721
Failure Frame: I Became the Strongest and
Annihilated Everything With Low-Level Spells
(Manga) Vol. 5 9781638588283

Accomplishments of the Duke’s Daughter
(Light Novel) Vol. 7 9781638586975

Fire Force 30 9781646515226

Adachi and Shimamura (Light Novel) Vol. 10
9781638586982

Free Life Fantasy Online: Immortal Princess
(Light Novel) Vol. 3 9781638589259

Anatomy of Comics 9782080281876

GIGANT Vol. 10 9781638588733

Aquaman/Green Arrow Deep Target

Gleipnir 12 9781646516377

9781779516893

Backstabbed in a Backwater Dungeon: My
Trusted Companions Tried to Kill Me, But Thanks
to the Gift of an Unlimited Gacha I Got LVL 9999
Friends and Am Out For Revenge 9781638589549
BARBARITIES I 9781638589525
Berserk of Gluttony (Manga) Vol. 7 9781638587101
Beyond the Clouds 5 9781646513048
Bite Maker: The King?s Omega Vol. 7

Flashpoint Beyond 9781779517371

Go! Go! Loser Ranger! 2 9781646515103
Grayson The Superspy Omnibus (2022 Edition)
9781779517326

Headhunted to Another World: From Salaryman
to Big Four! Vol. 4 9781638587132
Heaven Official’s Blessing: Tian Guan Ci Fu
(Novel) Vol. 5 9781638585503
Heaven’s Design Team 8 9781646514403

9781638588863

Heroes Help! (DC Shazam!) 9780593565766

Blue Lock 4 9781646516575

His Name is Banksy 9783791388816

Camp Cretaceous: The Deluxe Junior Novelization
Boxed Set (Jurassic World: Camp Cretaceous)

9781638586586

9780593566428
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Hitomi-chan is Shy With Strangers Vol. 5
How NOT to Summon a Demon Lord (Manga)
Vol. 15 9781638588924

Initial Orders Due July 21st

Hunting in Another World With My Elf Wife
(Manga) Vol. 2 9781685793210
I Was Reincarnated as the 7th Prince so I Can
Take My Time Perfecting My Magical Ability 3
9781646514984

I’m in Love with the Villainess (Light Novel) Vol. 5
9781638586463

FOC Checklist
No Matter What You Say, Furi-san is Scary! Vol. 5
9781638589167

Noragami Omnibus 3 (Vol. 7-9) 9781646515578
Noragami: Stray God 25 9781646515844
Nowhere Girl 9781913123192
One-Star Squadron 9781779516350

I’m Kinda Chubby and I’m Your Hero Vol. 1

Pandora in the Crimson Shell: Ghost Urn Vol. 16

9781638589556

9781638582021

Irina: The Vampire Cosmonaut (Light Novel) Vol. 3

Parasyte Full Color Collection 2 9781646516407

9781638589099

Japanese for Busy People Book 2 9781568366272
Japanese for Busy People Book 2: The Workbook
9781568366289

Kuma Kuma Kuma Bear (Manga) Vol. 7
9781638586609

Lazy Dungeon Master (Manga) Vol. 2

Plus-Sized Elf Vol. 8 9781638585626
Polar Bear Cafe: Collector’s Edition Vol. 1
9781685793340

Pompo: The Cinephile Vol. 3 9781638586104
PTSD Radio 2 (Vol. 3-4) 9781646516339
Reborn as a Barrier Master (Manga) Vol. 3

9781638587507

9781638582724

LEGO Jurassic World 5-Minute Stories Collection
(LEGO Jurassic World) 9780593379394

Refrigerator Full of Heads 9781779516909

Lucky Wheels (DC Batman Batwheels)

River’s Edge 9781647291839

9780593565001

Rent-A-Girlfriend 16 9781646515356

Magical Angel Creamy Mami and the Spoiled
Princess Vol. 4 9781638582717

ROLL OVER AND DIE: I Will Fight for an Ordinary
Life with My Love and Cursed Sword! (Manga)
Vol. 3 9781648279003

Magus of the Library 6 9781646514052

Run Away With Me, Girl 2 9781646516223

Marvel Black Panther Wakanda Atlas

Sakurai-san Wants to Be Noticed Vol. 3

9780744050301

9781685793272

Minecraft: Guide to Survival (Updated)

semelparous Vol. 4 9781638587880

9780593158111

Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid:
Fafnir the Recluse Vol. 1 9781638589518
Monkey Prince 9781779517098

Shangri-La Frontier 3 9781646514847
She Professed Herself Pupil of the Wise Man
(Light Novel) Vol. 6 9781638583004

Monster Musume Vol. 17 9781648279287

She Professed Herself Pupil of the Wise Man
(Manga) Vol. 7 9781638586951

Mushoku Tensei: Jobless Reincarnation
(Light Novel) Vol. 20 9781638588603

Shonen Note: Boy Soprano 3 9781646515035

Mushoku Tensei: Roxy Gets Serious Vol. 8

9780593432068

9781638587828

My Cute Little Kitten Vol. 1 9781638585787
My Deer Friend Nokotan Vol. 3 9781638587842
My Room is a Dungeon Rest Stop (Manga) Vol. 6

Shuri is Brave! (Marvel: Black Panther)
SHWD Vol. 2 9781685793173
Sleeper Omnibus (2022 Edition) 9781779517425
Something’s Wrong With Us 12 9781646514137

9781638582588

Sorry For My Familiar Vol. 10 9781638583721

My Secret Affection Vol. 1 9781638589532

Soul Eater: The Perfect Edition 08 9781646090112

Neurocomic 9781913123086

Spinjitzu Brothers #4: The Chroma’s Clutches
(LEGO Ninjago) 9780593565698

Night of the Living Cat Vol. 2 9781638587545
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Star Trek: Lower Decks #1 Variant A (Fenoglio)
82771403086000111

Star Trek: My First Book of Colors 9781637741641
Star Trek: My First Book of Space 9781637741665

Initial Orders Due July 21st

Wandance 4 9781646515189
Welcome Back, Alice 4 9781647291709
What Did You Eat Yesterday?, Volume 19
9781647290917

Star Trek: The Trill #one-shot: Variant A (Prasetya)

Witches of Brooklyn: S’More Magic

82771403075400111

9780593119334

Succubus and Hitman Vol. 3 9781638587910

Witches of Brooklyn: Thrice the Magic Boxed Set
(Books 1-3) 9780593568460

Tales of the Amazons 9781779516930
The Case Files of Jeweler Richard (Light Novel)
Vol. 1 9781638585770
The Case Files of Jeweler Richard (Light Novel)
Vol. 3 9781638588696

Wonder Woman: Earth One Complete Collection
9781779516916

World of Krypton 9781779517395
Yamada-kun and the Seven Witches 27-28

The Country Without Humans Vol. 3

9781646510160

9781638583608

Yokai Cats Vol. 2 9781638587569

The Duke of Death and His Maid Vol. 4

You Like Me, Not My Daughter?! Vol. 2 (Manga)

9781638588436

9781638589211

The Evil Secret Society of Cats Vol. 2

Young Justice Book Six 9781779517227

9781638588122

The Haunted Bookstore ? Gateway to a Parallel
Universe (Light Novel) Vol. 5 9781638587033
9781646516261

Accomplishments of the Duke’s Daughter
(Light Novel) Vol. 6 9781638585930

The Idaten Deities Know Only Peace Vol. 4

Crashing #1 Variant A (Beem) 82771403082200111

9781638589198

Doughnuts and Doom 9781603095136

The Joker Vol. 1 9781779516923
The Legendary Lizzo 9781922417763

G.I.Joe: A Real American Hero #298 Variant A
(Gallant) 82771401092329811

The Masterful Cat Is Depressed Again Today Vol. 5

How to Be More Shrek 9780593234068

9781638586685

The Moon Over the Mountain 9781647291792

I Think I Turned My Childhood Friend Into a Girl
Vol. 2 9781638586593

The NPCs in this Village Sim Game Must Be Real!
(Manga) Vol. 4 9781638587293

LEGO Harry Potter A Spellbinding Guide
to Hogwarts Houses 9780744054682

The Other History of the DC Universe

My Aunt Is a Monster 9781984894182

The Iceblade Sorcerer Shall Rule the World 3

9781779517357

Skeleton Knight in Another World (Manga) Vol. 9

The Saint’s Magic Power is Omnipotent
(Manga) Vol. 7 9781638587934

9781638586661

The Titan’s Bride Vol. 2 9781685793319

9780789337795

The Weakest Tamer Began a Journey to Pick Up
Trash (Light Novel) Vol. 2 9781638584162

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #133 Variant A
(Peniche) 82771400271313311

Toppu GP 10 9781646516117
Trve Kvlt #2 Variant A (Kangas)
82771403079200211

Untold Dinosaur Tales #2: Camp Chaos!
(LEGO Jurassic World) 9780593568811
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Spider-Man: Web-Slinger, Hero, Icon

The Best of EC Stories Artisan Edition
9781684059270

The Last Kids on Earth and the
Forbidden Fortress 9780593405239
Transformers: Best of Starscream #one-shot
Variant A (Biggie) 82771403099000111

Initial Orders Due July 21st

Usagi Yojimbo #31 Variant A (Sakai)
82771401801103111

Yakuza Reincarnation Vol. 3 9781638586715

August 22nd
Dungeons & Dragons: Ravenloft Orphan
of Agony Isle #4 Variant A (Underwood)
82771403063100411

It Won’t Always Be Like This 9781984860293
Mayor Good Boy Goes Hollywood 9780593124895
My Little Pony #5 Variant A (Price)
82771403046400511

Other Ever Afters 9780593303184
Real Account 18-20 9781632369345
Santiago! 9780823450367
Sonic the Hedgehog #53 Variant A (Fonseca)
82771401521805311

Star Trek: Picard: Stargazer #2 Variant A
82771403076100211

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Saturday
Morning Adventures #1 Variant A (Lattie)
82771403088400111

The Flamingo 9780593127315
The Keeper 9780593539187
Transformers: Shattered Glass II #2
Variant A (Khanna) 82771403081500211

FOC Checklist
August 29th
Earthdivers #1 Variant A (Albuquerque)
82771403083900111

Grumpy Monkey Who Threw That?
9780593306055

I am Batman 9780593531464
I am Superman 9780593531433
I Did It! 9780823446513
I’m Ogre It 9780823450183
Magic Tree House Graphic Novel Starter Set
9780593644966

Noodleheads Take It Easy 9780823447589
Owl and Penguin 9780823451500
Pirates Past Noon Graphic Novel 9780593174838
Steve Canyon Volume 12 9781684058976
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles:
The Armageddon Game The Alliance #1
Variant A (Mercado) 82771403089100111
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Armageddon
Game #2 Variant A (Federici) 82771403078500211
The BIG Adventures of Babymouse: Once Upon
a Messy Whisker (Book 1) 9780593430934
The Quintessential Quintuplets Part 2
Manga Box Set 9781646515462
Transformers: Best of Arcee #one-shot
Variant A (Biggie) 82771403091400111
We Don’t Talk About Bruno (Disney Encanto)
9780736443784

PRHComics.com
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Penguin Random House Divisions
CROWN PUBLISHING GROUP
K N O P F D O U B L E D AY P U B L I S H I N G G R O U P
RANDOM HOUSE CHILDREN’S BOOKS
RANDOM HOUSE PUBLISHING GROUP
PENGUIN GROUP USA
P E N G U I N YO U N G R E A D E R S
PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE PUBLISHER SERVICES

Cover art from
Crashing #1 Variant A (Beem)

Cover art from
It Won’t Always Be Like This

Cover art from Mayor Good Boy
Goes Hollywood

Cover art from Polar Bear Cafe:
Collector’s Edition Vol. 1

US Direct Market Sales
1745 Broadway, New York, NY 10019
comicmarketus@penguinrandomhouse.com

Cover art from Marvel
Black Panther Wakanda Atlas

